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MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF COMPLEX
SYMMETRIC OPERATORS
STEPHAN RAMON GARCIA, EMIL PRODAN, AND MIHAI PUTINAR
ABSTRACT. Recent advances in the theory of complex symmetric operators are
presented and related to current studies in non-hermitian quantum mechanics.
The main themes of the survey are: the structure of complex symmetric oper-
ators, C-selfadjoint extensions of C-symmetric unbounded operators, resolvent
estimates, reality of spectrum, bases of C-orthonormal vectors, and conjugate-
linear symmetric operators. The main results are complemented by a variety of
natural examples arising in field theory, quantum physics, and complex variables.
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of complex symmetric operators has been flourished near the intersec-
tion of operator theory and complex analysis. The general study of complex sym-
metric operators was undertaken by the first author, third author, and W.R. Wogen
(in various combinations) in [48, 50, 52, 56, 57, 61, 62]. A number of other authors
have recently made significant contributions to the study of complex symmetric
operators [30, 64, 87, 88, 106, 147, 151, 154–156], which has proven particularly
relevant to the study of truncated Toeplitz operators [29, 31, 32, 58, 59, 137, 138],
a rapidly growing branch of function-theoretic operator theory stemming from the
seminal work of D. Sarason [131].
The last decade witnessed a revived interest in non-hermitian quantum mechan-
ics and in the spectral analysis of certain complex symmetric operators. The pro-
liferation of publications and scientific meetings devoted to the subject leaves the
mathematicians and the mathematical aspects of the theory far behind. As incom-
plete and subjective as it may be, our survey aims at connecting the communities
of mathematicians and physicists on their common interest in complex symmetric
operators. Having in mind a non-expert reader with inclination towards mathemat-
ical physics, we proceed at a non-technical level, indicating instead precise bib-
liographical sources. Among the recently published monographs dealing at least
tangentially with complex symmetry we mention [110] devoted to resonance the-
ory arising in quantum mechanics and the thesis [114] where a clear link between
complex symmetric operators and spaces with an indefinite metric is unveiled. The
reader may also wish to consult the recent special issue on non-Hermitian quantum
physics published in the Journal of Physics A: Mathematical and Theoretical [13].
The study of complex symmetric (i.e., self-transpose) matrices has deep clas-
sical roots, stretching back to the work of L.-K. Hua on automorphic functions
[79], N. Jacobson on projective geometry [86], I. Schur on quadratic forms [135],
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C.L. Siegel on symplectic geometry [140], and T. Takagi on function theory [146].
The connection between complex symmetric matrices and the study of univalent
functions emerged in the early 1980s [38, 42, 77]. Nevertheless, complex symmet-
ric matrices as a whole have not received the attention which they deserve. The
modern text [77, Ch. 4.4] and the classic [47, Ch. XI] are among the few places
where complex symmetric matrices are discussed in the textbook literature.
The pioneering work of Glazman [67,69] marks the foundation of the extension
theory of complex symmetric differential operators; see also [149,157]. Glazman’s
work was complemented in a series of articles [93, 108, 122] offering a detailed
analysis of the boundary conditions for Sturm-Liouville operators that enjoy com-
plex symmetry. The parallel to the theory of symmetric operators in an indefinite
metric space is natural and necessary; both symmetries have the form T ⊆ ST ∗S,
with a conjugate-linear involution in the first case, and a unitary involution in the
second. Later on, complex symmetric operators and symmetric operators with re-
spect to an indefinite metric merged into a powerful modern construct [2–5, 102].
In the realm of applied mathematics, complex symmetric matrices appear in
the study of quantum reaction dynamics [12, 21], electric power modeling [78],
the numerical simulation of high-voltage insulators [126], magnetized multicom-
ponent transport [66], thermoelastic wave propagation [136], the maximum clique
problem in graph theory [23], elliptically polarized plane waves in continuous me-
dia [20], inverse spectral problems for semisimple damped vibrating systems [101],
low-dimensional symplectic gravity models [90], the study of decay phenomena
[125], scattering matrices in atomic collision theory [22], and the numerical solu-
tion of the time-harmonic Maxwell equation in axisymmetric cavity surface emit-
ting lasers [6]. Throughout the years, complex symmetric matrices have also been
the focus of sporadic numerical work [7, 11, 40, 43, 63, 75, 84, 85, 92, 105, 142, 143,
152].
We aim here to discuss the general mathematical properties of complex sym-
metric operators, keeping an eye on those aspects of the theory that may be more
appealing to the mathematical physicist. Proofs are given when convenient, al-
though much of the time we will simply provide the reader with a sketch of the
proof or a reference.
Disclaimer. Given the widespread recent interest in non-selfadjoint operators from
the mathematical physics community, it is likely that some of the results pre-
sented here already exist in the physics literature. A rapid count on the Ameri-
can Mathematical Society scientific net (MathSciNet) gives more than 200 articles
solely devoted to PT -symmetric operators. We are simply trying to help bridge
the gap between the growing community of mathematical physicists working on
non-selfadjoint operators with our own community of operator theorists who study
complex symmetric operators for their own sake. If we have omitted any key ref-
erences or major results, then we apologize.
We must also confess that in writing this survey article, we have borrowed freely
from our own previously published work. In particular, we have engaged in vigor-
ous recycling of material from our articles [35,49,51,52,56,57,120], although we
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have taken great care to streamline our presentation and standardize the notation
used throughout this article.
Notation. We adopt the customary notation used in the mathematics literature. For
instance, our inner products are linear in the first slot and we use z instead of z∗
to denote complex conjugation. Vectors in an abstract Hilbert space will be most
often written in bold (e.g., v) as opposed to italic (e.g., v). On the other hand,
vectors in concrete Hilbert spaces, such as L2(R), will be denoted as appropriate
for that setting.
Matrices and operators shall be denote by upper-case letters such as A,B, . . .
and scalars by lower-case letters a, b, . . . or their Greek equivalents α, β, . . .. We
let I denote the identity operator and we use A∗ instead of A† to denote the adjoint
of A. The superscript T , as in AT , will denote the transpose of a matrix.
We say that two operators A and B are said to be unitarily equivalent if there
exists a unitary operator U such that A = UBU∗. We denote this by A ∼= B,
noting that ∼= is an equivalence relation (in the matrix-theory literature, the term
unitarily similar is preferred). The norm ‖A‖ of an operator always refers to the
operator norm ‖A‖ = sup‖x‖=1 ‖Ax‖.
Acknowledgments. S.R. Garcia acknowledges the support of NSF Grants DMS-
1001614 and DMS-1265973. E. Prodan was supported by NSF grants DMS-
1066045 and DMR-1056168. M. Putinar was partially supported by a Grant from
Nanyang Technological University. We are indebted to David Krejcˇirˇı´k and Miroslav
Znojil for constructive criticism and precious bibliographical guidance.
2. COMPLEX SYMMETRIC OPERATORS
Since complex symmetric operators are characterized by their interactions with
certain conjugate-linear operators, we begin with a brief discussion of these auxil-
iary operators.
2.1. Conjugations. The following concept is a straightforward generalization of
complex conjugation z 7→ z, which itself can be viewed as a conjugate-linear map
on the one-dimensional Hilbert space C.
Definition 2.1. A conjugation on a complex Hilbert space H is a function C :
H → H that is
(1) conjugate-linear: C(αx+ βy) = αCx+ βCy for all x,y in H,
(2) involutive: C2 = I ,
(3) isometric: ‖Cx‖ = ‖x‖ for all x in H.
The relevance of conjugations to the extension theory for unbounded symmetric
(i.e., T ⊆ T ∗) operators was recognized by von Neumann, who realized that a sym-
metric densely defined operator T : D(T ) → H that is C-real (i.e., T = CTC)
admits selfadjoint extensions [150]. In the theory of von Neumann algebras, con-
jugations feature prominently in the Tomita-Takesaki modular theory for Type III
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factors and thus in the noncommutative geometry program initiated by A. Connes
[33].
Some authors prefer to use the term antilinear instead of conjugate-linear. From
this perspective, a function that satisfies the first and third conditions listed above
is called an antiunitary operator. A conjugation is simply an antiunitary operator
that is involutive. In light of the polarization identity
4〈x,y〉 = ‖x+ y‖2 − ‖x− y‖2 + i ‖x+ iy‖2 − i ‖x− iy‖2 ,
the isometric condition is equivalent to asserting that 〈Cx, Cy〉 = 〈y,x〉 for all
x,y in H. Let us consider a few standard examples of conjugations.
Example 2.2. If (X,µ) is a measure space (with µ a positive measure on X), then
the canonical conjugation on L2(X,µ) is just pointwise complex conjugation:
[Cf ](x) = f(x).
Particular instances include the canonical conjugations
C(z1, z2, . . . , zn) = (z1, z2, . . . , zn) (2.3)
on Cn = ℓ2({1, 2, . . . , n}) and
C(z1, z2, z3, . . .) = (z1, z2, z3, . . .) (2.4)
on the space ℓ2(N) of all square-summable complex sequences.
Example 2.5. The Toeplitz conjugation on Cn is defined by
C(z1, z2, . . . , zn) = (zn, zn−1, . . . , z1). (2.6)
As its name suggests, the Toeplitz conjugation is related to the study of Toeplitz
matrices. In light of its appearance in the Szego˝ recurrence from the theory of
orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle (OPUC) [141, eq. 1.1.7], one might also
refer to (2.6) as the Szego˝ conjugation.
Example 2.7. Building upon Example 2.2, if one has a measure space (X,µ) that
possesses a certain amount of symmetry, one can sometimes form a conjugation
that respects this symmetry. For instance, the conjugation
[Cf ](x) = f(1− x) (2.8)
on L2[0, 1] arises in the study of certain highly non-normal integral operators (see
Example 2.23).
Example 2.9. Consider the parity operator
[Pψ](x) = ψ(−x)
and the time-reversal operator
[T ψ](x) = ψ(x)
on L2(Rn). Since T is a conjugation on L2(Rn) that commutes with P, it is
not hard to show that their composition PT is also a conjugation. As the no-
tation suggests, the conjugation PT plays a central role in the development of
PT -symmetric quantum theory [17, 18].
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Example 2.10. If the spin-degrees of freedom are considered, then we consider
the Hilbert space L2(Rn,C2s+1) ∼= L2(Rn) ⊗ C2s+1, where s is the spin of the
particle. The time-reversal operator now takes the form
[T ψ](x) = e−iπ(1⊗Sy)ψ(x),
where Sy is the y-component of the spin-operator acting on C2s+1. For particles
with integer spin number s (bosons), T remains a conjugation. Unfortunately this
is not the case for particles with half-integer spin number s (fermions), in which
case the time-reversal operator squares to −I . A conjugate-linear operator of this
sort is called an anti-conjugation [60, Def. 4.1].
It turns out that conjugations are, by themselves, of minimal interest. Indeed,
the following lemma asserts that every conjugation is unitarily equivalent to the
canonical conjugation on an ℓ2-space of the appropriate dimension.
Lemma 2.11. If C is a conjugation on H, then there exists an orthonormal basis
{en} of H such that Cen = en for all n. In particular, C(
∑
n αnen) =
∑
n αnen
for all square summable sequences {αn}.
Proof. Consider the R-linear subspace K = (I + C)H of H and note that each
vector in K is fixed by C . Consequently K is a real Hilbert space under the inner
product 〈x,y〉 since 〈x,y〉 = 〈Cy, Cx〉 = 〈y,x〉 = 〈x,y〉 for every x,y in K.
Let {en} be an orthonormal basis for K. Since H = K + iK, it follows easily that
{en} is an orthonormal basis for the complex Hilbert space H as well. 
Definition 2.12. A vector x that satisfies Cx = x is called a C-real vector. We
refer to a basis having the properties described in Lemma 2.11 as a C-real or-
thonormal basis.
Example 2.13. Let C(z1, z2, z3) = (z3, z2, z1) denote the Toeplitz conjugation
(2.5) on C3. Then
e1 = (
1
2 ,− 1√2 ,
1
2 ), e2 = (
1
2 ,
1√
2
, 12), e3 = (− i√2 , 0,
i√
2
)
is a C-real orthonormal basis of C3.
Example 2.14. Let [Cf ](x) = f(1− x) denote the conjugation (2.8) on L2[0, 1].
For each α ∈ [0, 2π), one can show that
en(x) = exp[i(α + 2πn)(x− 12)], n ∈ Z
is a C-real orthonormal basis for L2[0, 1] [49, Lem. 4.3].
2.2. Complex symmetric operators. Our primary interest in conjugations lies
not with conjugations themselves, but rather with certain linear operators that in-
teract with them. We first restrict ourselves to the consideration of bounded oper-
ators. An in-depth discussion of the corresponding developments for unbounded
operators is carried out in Section 5.
Definition 2.15. Let C be a conjugation on H. A bounded linear operator T on
H is called C-symmetric if T = CT ∗C . We say that T is a complex symmetric
operator if there exists a C with respect to which T is C-symmetric.
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Although the terminology introduced in Definition 2.15 is at odds with certain
portions of the differential equations literature, the equivalences of the following
lemma indicates that the term complex symmetric is quite appropriate from a linear
algebraic viewpoint.
Lemma 2.16. For a bounded linear operator T : H → H, the following are
equivalent:
(1) T is a complex symmetric operator,
(2) There is an orthonormal basis of H with respect to which T has a complex
symmetric (i.e., self-transpose) matrix representation,
(3) T is unitarily equivalent to a complex symmetric matrix, acting on an ℓ2-
space of the appropriate dimension.
Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is clear, so we focus on (1)⇔ (2). Suppose
that T = CT ∗C for some conjugation C on H and let en be a C-real orthonor-
mal basis for H (see Lemma 2.11). Computing the matrix entries [T ]ij of T with
respect to {en} we find that
[T ]ij = 〈Tej , ei〉 = 〈CT ∗Cej, ei〉 = 〈Cei, T ∗Cej〉 =
〈ei, T ∗ej〉 = 〈Tei, ej〉 = [T ]ji,
which shows that (1) ⇒ (2). A similar computation shows that if {en} is an
orthonormal basis of H with respect to which T has a complex symmetric matrix
representation, then the conjugation C which satisfies Cen = en for all n also
satisfies T = CT ∗C . 
We refer to a square complex matrix A that equals its own transpose AT as a
complex symmetric matrix. As Lemma 2.16 indicates, a bounded linear operator is
complex symmetric, in the sense of Definition 2.15, if and only if it can be repre-
sented as a complex symmetric matrix with respect to some orthonormal basis of
the underlying Hilbert space. Thus there is a certain amount of agreement between
the terminology employed in the matrix theory and in the Hilbert space contexts.
The excellent book [77], and to a lesser extent the classic text [47], are among
the few standard matrix theory texts to discuss complex symmetric matrices in any
detail.
Example 2.17. A square complex matrix T is called a Hankel matrix if its entries
are constant along the perpendiculars to the main diagonal (i.e., the matrix entry
[T ]ij depends only upon i + j). Infinite Hankel matrices appear in the study of
moment problems, control theory, approximation theory, and operator theory [115–
117]. Being a complex symmetric matrix, it is clear that each Hankel matrix T
satisfies T = CT ∗C , where C denotes the canonical conjugation (2.4) on an ℓ2-
space of the appropriate dimension.
Example 2.18. The building blocks of any bounded normal operator (i.e., T ∗T =
TT ∗) are the multiplication operators [Mzf ](z) = zf(z) on L2(X,µ) where X
is a compact subset of C and µ is a positive Borel measure on X. Since Mz =
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CM∗zC where C denotes complex conjugation in L2(X,µ), it follows that every
normal operator is a complex symmetric operator.
Example 2.19. It is possible to show that every operator on a two-dimensional
Hilbert space is complex symmetric. More generally, every binormal operator is a
complex symmetric operator [62].
Example 2.20. A n × n matrix T is called a Toeplitz matrix if its entries are con-
stant along the parallels to the main diagonal (i.e., the matrix entry [T ]ij depends
only upon i − j). The pseudospectra of Toeplitz matrices have been the subject
of much recent work [148] and the asymptotic behavior of Toeplitz matrices and
their determinants is a beautiful and well-explored territory [19]. Generalizations
of finite Toeplitz matrices are truncated Toeplitz operators, a subject of much inter-
est in function-related operator theory [59, 131]. Our interest in Toeplitz matrices
stems from the fact that every finite Toeplitz matrix T satisfies T = CT ∗C where
C denotes the Toeplitz conjugation (2.6).
Example 2.21. The question of whether a given operator is actually a complex
symmetric operator is more subtle than it first appears. For instance, one can show
that among the matrices0 7 00 1 2
0 0 6
 0 7 00 1 3
0 0 6
 0 7 00 1 4
0 0 6
 0 7 00 1 5
0 0 6
 0 7 00 1 6
0 0 6
 , (2.22)
all of which are similar to the diagonal matrix diag(0, 1, 6), only the fourth matrix
listed in (2.22) is unitarily equivalent to a complex symmetric matrix [147]. A
particularly striking example of such an unexpected unitary equivalence is 9 8 90 7 0
0 0 7
 ∼=
 8− √1492 92 i√ 16837+64√14913093 i√ 13367213093 − 1296√149130939
2
i
√
16837+64
√
149
13093
207440+9477
√
149
26186
18
√
3978002+82324
√
149
13093
i
√
133672
13093
− 1296
√
149
13093
18
√
3978002+82324
√
149
13093
92675+1808
√
149
13093
 .
In particular, observe that a highly non-normal operator may possess rather subtle
hidden symmetries. Algorithms to detect and exhibit such unitary equivalences
have been discussed at length in [10, 54, 55, 107, 147].
Example 2.23. The Volterra operator and its adjoint
[Tf ](x) =
∫ x
0
f(y) dy, [T ∗f ](x) =
∫ 1
x
f(y) dy,
on L2[0, 1] satisfy T = CT ∗C where [Cf ](x) = f(1− x) denotes the conjugation
from Example 2.7. The orthonormal basis
en = exp
[
2πin
(
x− 12
)]
, n ∈ Z
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of L2[0, 1] is C-real (see Example 2.14). The matrix for T with respect to the basis
{en}n∈Z is 
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
...
... . .
.
· · · i
6pi
0 0 i
6pi
0 0 0 · · ·
· · · 0 i
4pi
0 − i
4pi
0 0 0 · · ·
· · · 0 0 i
2pi
i
2pi
0 0 0 · · ·
· · · i
6pi
− i
4pi
i
2pi
1
2
− i
2pi
i
4pi
− i
6pi
· · ·
· · · 0 0 0 − i
2pi
− i
2pi
0 0 · · ·
· · · 0 0 0 i
4pi
0 − i
4pi
0 · · ·
· · · 0 0 0 − i
6pi
0 0 − i
6pi
· · ·
. .
. ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .

,
which is complex symmetric (i.e., self-transpose).
Example 2.24. Building upon Examples 2.5 and 2.20, we see that a 3×3 nilpotent
Jordan matrix T satisfies T = CT ∗C , where
T =
0 1 00 0 1
0 0 0
 , C
z1z2
z3
 =
z3z2
z1
 .
Let {e1, e2, e3} denote the C-real orthonormal basis for C3 obtained in Example
2.13 and form the unitary U = [e1|e2|e3], yielding
U =

1
2
1
2 − i√2
− 1√
2
1√
2
0
1
2
1
2
i√
2
 , U∗TU =
 −
1√
2
0 − i2
0 1√
2
i
2
− i2 i2 0
 .
The following folk theorem is well-known and has been rediscovered many
times [47, 56, 77].
Theorem 2.25. Every finite square matrix is similar to a complex symmetric ma-
trix.
Proof. Every matrix is similar to its Jordan canonical form. A suitable generaliza-
tion of Example 2.24 shows that every Jordan block is unitarily equivalent (hence
similar) to a complex symmetric matrix. 
The preceding theorem illustrates a striking contrast between the theory of self-
adjoint matrices (i.e., A = A∗) and complex symmetric matrices (i.e., A = AT ).
The Spectral Theorem asserts that every selfadjoint matrix has an orthonormal ba-
sis of eigenvectors and that its eigenvalues are all real. On the other hand, a com-
plex symmetric matrix may have any possible Jordan canonical form. This extra
freedom arises from the fact that it takes n2 + n real parameters to specify a com-
plex symmetric matrix, but only n2 real parameters to specify a selfadjoint matrix.
The extra degrees of freedom occur due to the fact that the diagonal entries of a
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selfadjoint matrix must be real, whereas there is no such restriction upon the diag-
onal entries of a complex symmetric matrix.
2.3. Bilinear forms. Associated to each conjugation C on H is the bilinear form
[x,y] = 〈x, Cy〉. (2.26)
Indeed, since the standard sesquilinear form 〈 · , · 〉 is conjugate-linear in the second
position, it follows from the fact that C is conjugate-linear that [ · , · ] is linear in
both positions.
It is not hard to see that the bilinear form (2.26) is nondegenerate, in the sense
that [x,y] = 0 for all y in H if and only if x = 0. We also have the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality
|[x,y]| ≤ ‖x‖ ‖y‖ ,
which follows sinceC is isometric. However, [ · , · ] is not a true inner product since
[eiθ/2x, eiθ/2x] = eiθ[x,x] for any θ and, moreover, it is possible for [x,x] = 0 to
hold even it x 6= 0.
Two vectors x and y are C-orthogonal if [x,y] = 0 (denoted by x ⊥C y).
We say that two subspaces E1 and E2 are C-orthogonal (denoted E1 ⊥C E2) if
[x1,x2] = 0 for every x1 in E1 and x2 in E2.
To a large extent, the study of complex symmetric operators is equivalent to the
study of symmetric bilinear forms. Indeed, for a fixed conjugation C : H → H,
there is a bijective correspondence between bounded, symmetric bilinear forms
B(x, y) on H×H and bounded C-symmetric operators on H.
Lemma 2.27. If B : H × H → C is a bounded, bilinear form and C is a con-
jugation on H, then there exists a unique bounded linear operator T on H such
that
B(x,y) = [Tx,y], (2.28)
for all x,y in H, where [ · , · ] denotes the bilinear form (2.26) corresponding to
C . If B is symmetric, then T is C-symmetric. Conversely, a bounded C-symmetric
operator T gives rise to a bounded, symmetric bilinear form via (2.28).
Proof. IfB is a bounded, bilinear form, then (x,y) 7→ B(x, Cy) defines a bounded,
sesquilinear form. Thus there exists a bounded linear operator T : H → H such
that B(x, Cy) = 〈Tx,y〉 for all x,y in H. Replacing y with Cy, we obtain
B(x,y) = [Tx,y]. If B(x,y) = B(y,x), then 〈Ty, Cx〉 = 〈Tx, Cy〉 so that
〈x, CTy〉 = 〈x, T ∗Cy〉 holds for all x,y. This shows that CT = T ∗C and hence
T is C-symmetric. Conversely, if T is C-symmetric, then
[Tx,y] = 〈Tx, Cy〉 = 〈x, T ∗Cy〉 = 〈x, CTy〉 = [x, Ty].
The isometric property of C and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality show that the
bilinear form [Tx,y] is bounded whenever T is. 
If B is a given bounded bilinear form, then Lemma 2.27 asserts that for each
conjugation C on H, there exists a unique representing operator T on H, which is
C-symmetric if B is symmetric, such that
B(x,y) = 〈x, CTy〉.
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Although the choice of C is arbitrary, the conjugate-linear operator CT is uniquely
determined by the bilinear form B(x,y). One can also see that the positive opera-
tor |T | = √T ∗T is uniquely determined by the form B. Indeed, since B(x,y) =
〈x, T ∗Cy〉 = 〈y, CTx〉, the conjugate-linear operators CT and T ∗C are intrinsic
to B and thus so is the positive operator (T ∗C)(CT ) = T ∗T = |T |2.
Without any ambiguity, we say that a bounded bilinear form B(x,y) is compact
if the modulus |T | of any of the representing operators T is compact. If B(x,y)
is a compact bilinear form, then the singular values of B are defined to be the
eigenvalues of the positive operator |T |, repeated according to their multiplicity.
3. POLAR STRUCTURE AND SINGULAR VALUES
3.1. The Godicˇ-Lucenko Theorem. It is well-known that any planar rotation can
be obtained as the product of two reflections. The following theorem of Godicˇ
and Lucenko [70] generalizes this simple observation and provides an interesting
perspective on the structure of unitary operators.
Theorem 3.1. If U is a unitary operator on a Hilbert space H, then there exist
conjugations C and J on H such that U = CJ and U∗ = JC .
The preceding theorem states that any unitary operator on a fixed Hilbert space
can be constructed by gluing together two copies of essentially the same conjugate-
linear operator. Indeed, by Lemma 2.11 any conjugation on H can be represented
as complex conjugation with respect to a certain orthonormal basis. In this sense,
the conjugations C and J in Theorem 3.1 are structurally identical objects. Thus
the fine structure of unitary operators arises entirely in how two copies of the same
object are put together. The converse of Theorem 3.1 is also true.
Lemma 3.2. If C and J are conjugations on a Hilbert space H, then U = CJ is
a unitary operator. Moreover, U is both C-symmetric and J-symmetric.
Proof. If U = CJ , then (by the isometric property of C and J) it follows that
〈f, U∗g〉 = 〈Uf, g〉 = 〈CJf, g〉 = 〈Cg, Jf〉 = 〈f, JCg〉 for all f, g in H. Thus
U∗ = JC from which U = CU∗C and U = JU∗J both follow. 
Example 3.3. Let U : Cn → Cn be a unitary operator with n (necessarily uni-
modular) eigenvalues ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn and corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors
e1, e2, . . . , en. If C and J are defined by setting Cek = ξkek and Jek = ek
for k = 1, 2, . . . , n and extending by conjugate-linearly to all of Cn, then clearly
U = CJ . By introducing offsetting unimodular parameters in the definitions of C
and J , one sees that the Godicˇ-Lucenko decomposition of U is not unique.
Example 3.4. Let µ be a finite Borel measure on the unit circle T. If U denotes
the unitary operator [Uf ](eiθ) = eiθf(eiθ) on L2(T, µ), then U = CJ where
[Cf ](eiθ) = eiθf(eiθ), [Jf ](eiθ) = f(eiθ)
for all f in L2(T, µ). The proof of Theorem 3.1 follows from the spectral theorem
and this simple example.
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Example 3.5. Let H = L2(R, dx) and let
[Ff ](ξ) = 1√
2π
∫
R
e−ixξf(x)dx
denote the Fourier transform. Since [Jf ](x) = f(x) satisfies F = JF∗J , we see
that F is a J-symmetric unitary operator. The Fourier transform is the product
of two simple conjugations: C = FJ is complex conjugation in the frequency
domain and J is complex conjugation in the state space domain.
3.2. Refined polar decomposition. The Godicˇ-Lucenko decomposition (Theo-
rem 3.1) can be generalized to complex symmetric operators. Recall that the polar
decomposition T = U |T | of a bounded linear operator T : H → H expresses T
uniquely as the product of a positive operator |T | = √T ∗T and a partial isometry
U that satisfies kerU = ker |T | and which maps (ran |T |)− onto (ranT )−. The
following lemma, whose proof we briefly sketch, is from [57]:
Theorem 3.6. If T : H → H is a bounded C-symmetric operator, then T = CJ |T |
where J is a conjugation that commutes with |T | = √T ∗T and all of its spectral
projections.
Proof. Write the polar decomposition T = U |T | of T and note that T = CT ∗C =
(CU∗C)(CU |T |U∗C) since U∗U is the orthogonal projection onto (ran |T |)−.
One shows that kerCU∗C = kerCU |T |U∗C , notes that CU∗C is a partial isom-
etry and that CU |T |U∗C is positive, then concludes from the uniqueness of the
terms in the polar decomposition that U = CU∗C (so that U is C-symmetric)
and that the conjugate-linear operator CU = U∗C commutes with |T | and hence
with all of its spectral projections. One then verifies that this “partial conjugation”
supported on (ran |T |)− can be extended to a conjugation J on all of H. 
A direct application of the refined polar decomposition is an analogue of the cel-
ebrated Adamyan-Arov-Kreı˘n theorem asserting that the optimal approximant of
prescribed rank of a Hankel operator is also a Hankel operator (see [117] for com-
plete details). The applications of the Adamyan-Arov-Kreı˘n theorem to extremal
problems of modern function theory are analyzed in a concise and definitive form
in [130]. The case of complex symmetric operators is completely parallel.
Theorem 3.7. Let T be a compact C-symmetric operator with singular values
s0 ≥ s1 ≥ · · · , repeated according to multiplicity, then
sn = inf
rankT ′=n
T ′ C-symmetric
∥∥T − T ′∥∥ .
Some applications of this theorem to rational approximation (of Markov func-
tions) in the complex plane are discussed in [121].
3.3. Approximate antilinear eigenvalue problems. A new method for comput-
ing the norm and singular values of a complex symmetric operator was developed
in [51, 57]. This technique has been used to compute the spectrum of the modu-
lus of a Foguel operator [53] and to study non-linear extremal problems arising in
classical function theory [58].
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Recall that Weyl’s criterion [124, Thm. VII.12] states that if A is a bounded
selfadjoint operator, then λ ∈ σ(A) if and only if there exists a sequence xn of unit
vectors so that limn→∞ ‖(A− λI)xn‖ = 0. The following theorem characterizes
σ(|T |) in terms of an approximate antilinear eigenvalue problem.
Theorem 3.8. Let T be a bounded C-symmetric operator and write T = CJ |T |
where J is a conjugation commuting with |T | (see Theorem 3.6). If λ ≥ 0, then
(1) λ belongs to σ(|T |) if and only if there exists a sequence of unit vectors xn
such that
lim
n→∞ ‖(T − λC)xn‖ = 0.
Moreover, the xn may be chosen so that Jxn = xn for all n.
(2) λ is an eigenvalue of |T | (i.e., a singular value of T ) if and only if the
antilinear eigenvalue problem
Tx = λCx
has a nonzero solution x. Moreover, x may be chosen so that Jx = x.
Proof. Since the second statement follows easily from the first, we prove only the
first statement. Following Theorem 3.6, write T = CJ |T |where J is a conjugation
that commutes with |T |. By Weyl’s criterion, λ ≥ 0 belongs to σ(|T |) if and only if
there exists a sequence un of unit vectors so that ‖ |T |un − λun‖ → 0. Since J is
isometric and commutes with |T |, this happens if and only if ‖ |T |Jun − λJun‖ →
0 as well. Since not both of 12(un + Jun) and
1
2i (un − Jun) can be zero for a
given n, we can obtain a sequence of unit vectors xn such that Jxn = xn and
‖(T − λC)xn‖ = ‖CTxn − λxn‖ = ‖J |T |xn − λxn‖ = ‖|T |xn − λxn‖ → 0.
On the other hand, if a sequence xn satisfying the original criteria exists, then it
follows from Theorem 3.6 that limn→∞ ‖(|T | − λI)xn‖ = 0. By Weyl’s criterion,
λ ∈ σ(|T |). 
3.4. Variational principles. The most well-known result in the classical theory
of complex symmetric matrices is the so-called Takagi factorization. However, as
the authors of [76, Sect. 3.0] point out, priority must be given to L. Autonne, who
published this theorem in 1915 [8].
Theorem 3.9. If A = AT is n × n, then there exists a unitary matrix U such that
A = UΣUT where Σ = diag(s0, s1, . . . , sn−1) is the diagonal matrix that has the
singular values of A listed along the main diagonal.
This result has been rediscovered many times, most notably by Hua in the study
of automorphic functions [79], Siegel in symplectic geometry [140], Jacobson in
projective geometry [86], and Takagi [146] in complex function theory. As a con-
sequence of the Autonne-Takagi decomposition we see that
xTAx = xTUΣUTx = (UTx)TΣ(UTx) = yTΣy
where y = UTx. This simple observation is the key to proving a complex symmet-
ric analogue of the following important theorem, the finite dimensional minimax
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principle. The general principle can be used to numerically compute the bound
state energies for Schro¨dinger operators [123, Thm. XIII.1].
Theorem 3.10. If A = A∗ is n × n, then for 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 the eigenvalues
λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λn−1 of A satisfy
min
codimV=k
max
x∈V
‖x‖=1
x∗Ax = λk.
The following analogue of minimax principle was discovered by J. Danciger in
2006 [34], while still an undergraduate at U.C. Santa Barbara.
Theorem 3.11. IfA = AT is n×n, then the singular values s0 ≥ s1 ≥ · · · ≥ sn−1
of A satisfy
min
codimV=k
max
x∈V
‖x‖=1
RexTAx =
{
s2k if 0 ≤ k < n2 ,
0 if n2 ≤ k ≤ n.
The preceding theorem is remarkable since the expression RexTAx detects only
the evenly indexed singular values. The Hilbert space generalization of Danciger’s
minimax principle is the following [35].
Theorem 3.12. If T is a compact C-symmetric operator on H and σ0 ≥ σ1 ≥
· · · ≥ 0 are the singular values of T , then
min
codimV=n
max
x∈V
‖x‖=1
Re[Tx,x] =
{
σ2n if 0 ≤ n < dimH2 ,
0 otherwise.
(3.13)
By considering the expression Re[Tx,x] over R-linear subspaces of H, one
avoids the “skipping” phenomenon and obtains all of the singular values of T .
Theorem 3.14. If T is a compact C-symmetric operator on a separable Hilbert
space H and σ0 ≥ σ1 ≥ · · · ≥ 0 are the singular values of T , then
σn = min
codimR V=n
max
x∈V
‖x‖=1
Re[Tx,x] (3.15)
holds whenever 0 ≤ n < dimH. Here V ranges over all R-linear subspaces of the
complex Hilbert space H and codimR V denotes the codimension of V in H when
both are regarded as R-linear spaces.
The proofs of these theorems do not actually require the compactness of T ,
only the discreteness of the spectrum of |T |. It is therefore possible to apply these
variational principles if one knows that the spectrum of |T | is discrete. Moreover,
these variational principles still apply to eigenvalues of |T | that are located strictly
above the essential spectrum of |T |.
4. SPECTRAL THEORY
Although the spectral theory of complex symmetric operators is still under de-
velopment, we collect here a number of observations and basic results that are often
sufficient for analyzing specific examples.
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4.1. Direct sum decomposition. The first step toward understanding a given op-
erator is to resolve it, if possible, into an orthogonal direct sum of simpler operators.
Recall that a bounded linear operator T is called reducible if T ∼= A⊕B (orthog-
onal direct sum). Otherwise, we say that T is irreducible. An irreducible operator
commutes with no orthogonal projections except for 0 and I .
In low dimensions, every complex symmetric operator is a direct sum of irre-
ducible complex symmetric operators [60].
Theorem 4.1. If T : H → H is a complex symmetric operator and dimH ≤ 5,
then T is unitarily equivalent to a direct sum of irreducible complex symmetric
operators.
The preceding theorem is false in dimensions six and above due to the following
simple construction.
Lemma 4.2. If A : H → H is a bounded linear operator and C : H → H is
conjugation, then T = A⊕ CA∗C is complex symmetric.
Proof. Verify that[
A 0
0 CA∗C
]
=
[
0 C
C 0
] [
A 0
0 CA∗C
]∗ [
0 C
C 0
]
. 
If A is an irreducible operator that is not complex symmetric, then T = A ⊕
CA∗C is a complex symmetric operator that possesses irreducible direct sum-
mands that are not complex symmetric. In other words, the class of complex sym-
metric operators is not closed under restriction to direct summands. The correct
generalization (in the finite dimensional case) of Theorem 4.1 is the following [60]:
Theorem 4.3. If T is a complex symmetric operator on a finite dimensional Hilbert
space, then T is unitarily equivalent to a direct sum of (some of the summands may
be absent) of
(1) irreducible complex symmetric operators,
(2) operators of the form A⊕CA∗C , whereA is irreducible and not a complex
symmetric operator.
The preceding result found unexpected applications to quantum computing, specif-
ically to the trichotomy of constricted quantum semigroups recently singled out by
Singh [144], see also [129].
An operator is called completely reducible if it does not admit any minimal
reducing subspaces. For instance, a normal operator is complete reducible if and
only if it has no eigenvalues. In arbitrary dimensions, Guo and Zhu recently proved
the following striking result [72].
Theorem 4.4. If T is a bounded complex symmetric operator on a Hilbert space,
then T is unitarily equivalent to a direct sum (some of the summands may be ab-
sent) of
(1) completely reducible complex symmetric operators,
(2) irreducible complex symmetric operators,
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(3) operators of the form A⊕CA∗C , whereA is irreducible and not a complex
symmetric operator.
A related question, of interest in matrix theory, is whether a matrix A that is uni-
tarily equivalent to AT is complex symmetric. This conjecture holds for matrices
that are 7× 7 smaller, but fails for matrices that are 8× 8 or larger [60].
Currently, the preceding theorems are the best available. It is not yet clear
whether a concrete functional model for, say, irreducible complex symmetric op-
erators, can be obtained. However, a growing body of evidence suggests that trun-
cated Toeplitz operators may play a key role (see the survey article [59]).
4.2. C-projections. If T is a bounded linear operator and f is a holomorphic func-
tion on a (not necessarily connected) neighborhood Ω of σ(T ), then the Riesz func-
tional calculus allows us to define an operator f(T ) via the Cauchy-type integral
f(T ) =
1
2πi
∫
Γ
f(z)(zI − T )−1dz (4.5)
in which Γ denotes a finite system of rectifiable Jordan curves, oriented in the
positive sense and lying in Ω [37, p.568].
For each clopen (relatively open and closed) subset ∆ of σ(T ), there exists a
natural idempotent P (∆) defined by the formula
P (∆) =
1
2πi
∫
Γ
(zI − T )−1 dz (4.6)
where Γ is any rectifiable Jordan curve such that ∆ is contained in the interior int Γ
of Γ and σ(T )\∆ does not intersect int Γ. We refer to this idempotent as the Riesz
idempotent corresponding to ∆.
If the spectrum of an operator T decomposes as the disjoint union of two clopen
sets, then the corresponding Riesz idempotents are usually not orthogonal pro-
jections. Nevertheless, the Riesz idempotents that arise from complex symmetric
operators have some nice features.
Theorem 4.7. Let T be a C-symmetric operator. If σ(T ) decomposes as the dis-
joint union σ(T ) = ∆1 ∪ ∆2 of two clopen sets, then the corresponding Riesz
idempotents P1 = P (∆1) and P2 = P (∆2) defined by (4.6) are
(1) C-symmetric: Pi = CP ∗i C for i = 1, 2,
(2) C-orthogonal, in the sense that ranP1 ⊥C ranP2.
The proof relies on the fact that the resolvent (zI − T )−1 is C-symmetric for
all z ∈ C. We refer to a C-symmetric idempotent as a C-projection. In other
words, a bounded linear operator P is a C-projection if and only if P = CP ∗C
and P 2 = P . It is not hard to see that if P is a C-projection, then ‖P‖ ≥ 1 and
ranP is closed. Moreover, for any C-projection, we have kerP ∩ ranP = {0}.
This is not true for arbitrary complex symmetric operators (e.g., a 2 × 2 nilpotent
Jordan matrix).
A classical theorem of spectral theory [37, p.579] states that if T is a com-
pact operator, then every nonzero point λ in σ(T ) is an eigenvalue of finite order
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m = m(λ). For each such λ, the corresponding Riesz idempotent has a nonzero
finite dimensional range given by ranPλ = ker(T − λI)m. In particular, the
nonzero elements of the spectrum of a compact operator correspond to generalized
eigenspaces.
Theorem 4.8. The generalized eigenspaces of a compact C-symmetric operator
are C-orthogonal.
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 4.7 and the preceding remarks that
the generalized eigenspaces corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues of a compact
C-symmetric operator T are mutually C-orthogonal. Since 0 is the only possible
accumulation point of the eigenvalues of T , it follows that a generalized eigen-
vector corresponding to a nonzero eigenvalue is C-orthogonal to any vector in the
range of
Pǫ =
1
2πi
∫
|z|=ǫ
(zI − T )−1 dz
if ǫ > 0 is taken sufficiently small. In particular, ranPǫ contains the generalized
eigenvectors for the eigenvalue 0 (if any exist). 
4.3. Eigenstructure. With respect to the bilinear form [ · , · ], it turns out that C-
symmetric operators superficially resemble selfadjoint operators. For instance, an
operator T is C-symmetric if and only if [Tx,y] = [x, Ty] for all x,y in H.
As another example, the eigenvectors of a C-symmetric operator corresponding to
distinct eigenvalues are orthogonal with respect to [ · , · ], even though they are not
necessarily orthogonal with respect to the original sesquilinear form 〈 · , · 〉.
Lemma 4.9. The eigenvectors of a C-symmetric operator T corresponding to dis-
tinct eigenvalues are orthogonal with respect to the bilinear form [ · , · ].
Proof. The proof is essentially identical to the corresponding proof for selfadjoint
operators. If λ1 6= λ2, Tx1 = λ1x1, and Tx2 = λ2x2, then
λ1[x1,x2] = [λ1x1,x2] = [Tx1,x2] = [x1, Tx2] = [x1, λ2x2] = λ2[x1,x2].
Since λ1 6= λ2, it follows that [x1,x2] = 0. 
There are some obvious differences between selfadjoint and complex symmetric
operators. For instance, a complex symmetric matrix can have any possible Jordan
canonical form (Theorem 2.25) whereas a selfadjoint matrix must be unitarily di-
agonalizable. The following result shows that complex symmetric operators have a
great deal more algebraic structure than one can expect from an arbitrary operator
(see [52] for a complete proof; Theorem 4.8 addresses only the compact case).
Theorem 4.10. The generalized eigenspaces of a C-symmetric operator corre-
sponding to distinct eigenvalues are mutually C-orthogonal.
We say that a vector x is isotropic if [x,x] = 0. Although 0 is an isotropic
vector, nonzero isotropic vectors are nearly unavoidable (see Lemma 4.11 below).
However, isotropic eigenvectors often have meaningful interpretations. For exam-
ple, isotropic eigenvectors of complex symmetric matrices are considered in [136]
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in the context of elastic wave propagation. In that theory, isotropic eigenvectors
correspond to circularly polarized waves.
The following simple lemma hints at the relationship between isotropy and mul-
tiplicity that we will explore later.
Lemma 4.11. If C : H → H is a conjugation, then every subspace of dimension
≥ 2 contains isotropic vectors for the bilinear form [ · , · ].
Proof. Consider the span of two linearly independent vectors x1 and x2. If x1 or
x2 is isotropic, we are done. If neither x1 nor x2 is isotropic, then
y1 = x1, y2 = x2 − [x2,x1]
[x1,x1]
x1
are C-orthogonal and have the same span as x1,x2. In this case, either y2 is
isotropic (and we are done) or neither y1 nor y2 is isotropic. If the latter happens,
we may assume that y1 and y2 satisfy [y1,y1] = [y2,y2] = 1. Then the vectors
y1 ± iy2 are both isotropic and have the same span as x1 and x2. 
The following result shows that the existence of an isotropic eigenvector for an
isolated eigenvalue is determined by the multiplicity of the eigenvalue.
Theorem 4.12. If T is a C-symmetric operator, then an isolated eigenvalue λ of
T is simple if and only if T has no isotropic eigenvectors for λ.
Proof. If λ is an isolated eigenvalue of T , then the Riesz idempotent P corre-
sponding to λ is a C-projection. If λ is a simple eigenvalue, then the eigenspace
corresponding to λ is spanned by a single unit vector x. If x is isotropic, then it is
C-orthogonal to all of H since x is C-orthogonal to the range of the complemen-
tary C-projection I − P . This would imply that x is C-orthogonal to all of H and
hence x = 0, a contradiction.
If λ is not a simple eigenvalue, then there are two cases to consider.
CASE 1: If dimker(T − λI) > 1, then by Lemma 4.11, ker(T − λI) contains an
isotropic vector. Thus T has an isotropic eigenvector corresponding to the eigen-
value λ.
CASE 2: If dimker(T − λI) = 1, then ker(T − λI) = span{x} for some x 6= 0
and dimker(T − λI)2 > 1 since λ is not a simple eigenvalue. We can therefore
find a nonzero generalized eigenvector y for λ such that x = (T − λI)y. Thus
[x,x] = [x, (T − λI)y] = [(T − λI)x,y] = [0,y] = 0
and hence x is an isotropic eigenvector. 
Example 4.13. The hypothesis that λ is an isolated eigenvalue is crucial. The
operator S ⊕ S∗, where S is the unilateral shift on ℓ2(N), is complex symmetric
and has each point in the open unit disk as a simple eigenvalue [57]. Nevertheless,
every eigenvector is isotopic.
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4.4. C-orthonormal systems and Riesz bases. Let H be a separable, infinite di-
mensional complex Hilbert space endowed with a conjugation C . Suppose that
{un} is a complete system of C-orthonormal vectors:
[un,um] = δnm, (4.14)
in which [ · , · ] denotes the symmetric bilinear form (2.26) induced by C . In other
words, suppose that {un} and {Cun} are complete biorthogonal sequences in H.
Such sequences frequently arise as the eigenvectors for a C-symmetric operator
(see Subsection 4.3). Most of the following material originates in [52].
We say that a vector x inH is finitely supported if it is a finite linear combination
of the un and we denote the linear manifold of finitely supported vectors byF . Due
to the C-orthonormality of the un, it follows immediately that each such x ∈ F
can be recovered via the skew Fourier expansion
x =
∞∑
n=1
[x,un]un, (4.15)
where all but finitely many of the coefficients [x,un] are nonzero. We will let
A0 : F → H denote the linear extension of the map A0un = Cun to F . Since F
is a dense linear submanifold of H, it follows that if A0 : F → H is bounded on
F , then A0 has a unique bounded extension (which we denote by A) to all of H.
It turns out that the presence of the conjugation C ensures that such an extension
must have several desirable algebraic properties. In particular, the following lemma
shows that if A is bounded, then it is C-orthogonal. Specifically, we say that an
operator U : H → H is C-orthogonal if CU∗CU = I . The terminology comes
from the fact that, when represented with respect to a C-real orthonormal basis, the
corresponding matrix will be complex orthogonal (i.e., UTU = I as matrices).
The importance of C-orthogonal operators lies in the fact that they preserve the
bilinear form induced by C . To be specific, U is a C-orthogonal operator if and
only if [Ux, Uy] = [x,y] for all x,y inH. Unlike unitary operators, C-orthogonal
operators can have arbitrarily large norms. In fact, unbounded C-orthogonal oper-
ators are considered in [127], where they are called J-unitary operators.
Lemma 4.16. If A0 is bounded, then its extension A : H → H is positive and
C-orthogonal. If this is the case, then A is invertible with A−1 = CAC ≥ 0 and
the operator B =
√
A is also C-orthogonal.
Proof. By (4.15), it follows that 〈A0x,x〉 =
∑∞
n=1 |[x,un]|2 ≥ 0 for all x in F .
If A0 is bounded, then it follows by continuity that A will be positive. The fact that
A is C-orthogonal (hence invertible) follows from the fact that (CA∗C)Aun =
(CA)2un = un for all n. Since (CBC)(CBC) = CAC = A−1 and CBC ≥ 0,
it follows that CBC is a positive square root of A−1. By the uniqueness of the
positive square root of a positive operator, we see that CBC = B−1 and hence B
is also C-orthogonal. 
We remark that Lemma 4.16 shows that if the map un 7→ Cun is bounded,
then its linear extension A : H → H is necessarily invertible. This property
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distinguishes C-orthonormal systems {un} and their duals {Cun} from general
biorthogonal systems. Among other things, Lemma 4.16 also shows that if A0
is bounded, then the skew conjugation J (∑∞n=1 cnun) = ∑∞n=1 cnun (defined
initially on F) is given by
J = CA = CBB = B−1CB.
In other words, the skew conjugation J is similar to our original conjugation C
via the operator B =
√
A. Another consequence of the boundedness of A0 is the
existence of a natural orthonormal basis for H.
Lemma 4.17. IfA0 is bounded, then the vectors {sn} defined by sn = Bun (where
B =
√
A) satisfy the following:
(1) {sn} is orthonormal: 〈sj , sk〉 = δjk for all j, k,
(2) {sn} is C-orthonormal: [sj , sk] = δjk for all j, k,
(3) Csn = sn for all n.
Furthermore, {sn} is an orthonormal basis for H.
Proof. This follows from direct computations:
〈sj , sk〉 = 〈Buj, Buk〉 = 〈uj , Auk〉 = 〈uj , Cuk〉 = [uj ,uk] = δjk,
[sj , sk] = 〈sj , Csk〉 = 〈Buj , CBuk〉 = 〈Buj, B−1Cuk〉 = 〈uj , Cuk〉 = δjk,
Csj = CBuj = B
−1Cuj = B−1B2uj = Buj = sj .
We now show that the system {sn} is complete. If x is orthogonal to each sj , then
〈Bx,uj〉 = 〈x, Buj〉 = 〈x, sj〉 = 0 for all j. Since B is invertible, it follows that
x = 0 since {un} is complete. 
If the operator A0 is bounded, then its extension A is a positive, invertible op-
erator whose spectrum is bounded away from zero. Thus Θ = −i logA can be
defined using the functional calculus for A and the principal branch of the loga-
rithm. Since A is selfadjoint and the principal branch of the logarithm is real on
(0,∞), it follows that Θ is skew-Hermitian: Θ∗ = −Θ. Moreover, since A is
a C-orthogonal operator, it follows that Θ is a C-real operator: Θ = Θ, where
Θ = CΘC .
Returning to our original C-symmetric operator T , we see that if A0 is bounded,
then T is similar to the diagonal operator D : H → H defined by Dsn = λnsn
since T = B−1DB. Writing this in terms of the exponential representation A =
exp(iΘ) and inserting a parameter τ ∈ [0, 1], we obtain a family of operators
Tτ = e
− iτ
2
ΘDe
iτ
2
Θ
that satisfies T0 = D and T1 = T . This provides a continuous deformation of T
to its diagonal model D. We also remark that the fact that Θ is C-real and skew-
Hermitian implies that the operators exp(± iτ2 Θ) are C-orthogonal for all τ . From
here, it is easy to show that each intermediate operator Tτ is C-symmetric and that
the path τ 7→ Tτ from [0, 1] to B(H) is norm continuous.
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The following theorem provides a number of conditions equivalent to the bound-
edness of A0:
Theorem 4.18. If {un} is a complete C-orthonormal system in H, then the fol-
lowing are equivalent:
(1) {un} is a Bessel sequence with Bessel bound M ,
(2) {un} is a Riesz basis with lower and upper bounds M−1 and M ,
(3) A0 extends to a bounded linear operator on H satisfying ‖A0‖ ≤M ,
(4) There exists M > 0 satisfying:∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
n=1
cnun
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤M
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
n=1
cnun
∥∥∥∥∥ ,
for every finite sequence c1, c2, . . . , cN .
(5) The Gram matrix (〈uj ,uk〉)∞j,k=1 dominates its transpose:(
M2〈uj ,uk〉 − 〈uk,uj〉
)∞
j,k=1
≥ 0
for some M > 0.
(6) The Gram matrix G = (〈uj ,uk〉)∞j,k=1 is bounded on ℓ2(N) and orthogo-
nal (GTG = I as matrices). Furthermore, ‖G‖ ≤M
(7) The skew Fourier expansion
∞∑
n=1
[f,un]un
converges in norm for each f ∈ H and
1
M
‖f‖2 ≤
∞∑
n=1
|[f,un]|2 ≤M ‖f‖2 .
In all cases, the infimum over all such M equals the norm of A0.
A nontrivial application of the preceding result to free interpolation in the Hardy
space of the unit disk is described in [48]. More appropriate for the profile of
the present survey are the following Riesz basis criteria for the eigenvectors of a
complex symmetric operator.
A classical observation due to Glazman [68] gives conditions solely in terms
of the (simple) spectrum of a dissipative operator for the root vectors to form a
Riesz basis [68]. This idea was further exploited, and put into a general context
in the last chapter of Gohberg and Kreı˘n’s monograph [71]. We illustrate below
how complex symmetry can be used to weaken Glazman’s assumption without
changing the conclusion.
Suppose that T is a C-symmetric contraction with a complete system {un} of
eigenvectors corresponding to the simple eigenvalues {λn}. Remark that, due to
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the C-symmetry assumption [un,um] = 0 for n 6= m (Lemma 4.9). Moreover,
[un,un] 6= 0 because the system {un} is complete.
Letting D = I − T ∗T , we see that D ≥ 0 and hence 〈Dx,y〉 defines a positive
sesquilinear form on H×H and thus
|〈Dx,y〉| ≤
√
〈Dx,x〉
√
〈Dy,y〉
for all x,y in H. Setting x = uj and y = uk we find that
|〈Duj ,uk〉| = |〈uj ,uk〉 − 〈Tuj, Tuk〉|
= |1− λjλk||〈uj ,uk〉|.
Similarly, we find that √
〈Duj ,uj〉 =
√
1− |λj |2 ‖uj‖
and thus
|〈uj ,uk〉| ≤ ‖uj‖ ‖uk‖
√
1− |λj|2
√
1− |λk|2
|1− λjλk|
.
This leads us to the following result from [48].
Theorem 4.19. Let T be a contractive C-symmetric operator with simple spectrum
{λn}∞n=1 and complete system of corresponding eigenvectors {un}. Assume that
the normalization [un,un] = 1, n ≥ 1, is adopted. If the matrix[
‖uj‖ ‖uk‖
√
1− |λj |2
√
1− |λk|2
|1− λjλk|
]∞
j,k=1
defines a linear bounded operator on ℓ2(N), then {un} is a Riesz basis for H.
Glazman’s original result [68], stated for unit eigenvectors and without the com-
plex symmetry assumption, invoked the finiteness of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of
the matrix √
1− |λj |2
√
1− |λk|2
|1− λjλk|
.
A completely analogous result can be stated for an unbounded C-symmetric
purely dissipative operator [48].
Theorem 4.20. Let T : D → H be a C-symmetric, pure dissipative operator with
simple spectrum {λn} and complete sequence of corresponding unit eigenvectors
{vn}. If the separation condition
inf
n
|[vn,vn]| > 0 (4.21)
holds and if the matrix [√
(Imλj)(Im λk)
|λj − λk|
]∞
j,k=1
(4.22)
defines a bounded linear operator on ℓ2(N), then
(1) The sequence {vn} forms a Riesz basis for H.
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(2) Each x in H can be represented by a norm-convergent skew Fourier ex-
pansion given by
x =
∞∑
n=1
[x,vn]
[vn,vn]
vn.
In particular, if the matrix (4.22) is bounded above, then it is also invertible.
We close this section with two instructive examples.
Example 4.23. Let H = L2[−π, π], endowed with normalized Lebesgue measure
dm = dt2π , and let [Cf ](x) = f(−x). Let h be an odd, real-valued measurable
function on [−π, π], such that eh is unbounded but belongs to H. The vectors
un(x) = exp(h(x) + inx), n ∈ Z,
are uniformly bounded in norm since ‖un‖ = ‖eh‖ and C-orthonormal. Since
the operator A0 is simply multiplication by e−2h, it is essentially selfadjoint and
unbounded. Thus {un} is not a Riesz basis, in spite of the fact that it is a C-
orthonormal system whose vectors are uniformly bounded in norm.
Example 4.24. Let w = α + iβ where α and β are real constants and consider
L2[0, 1], endowed with the conjugation [Cf ](x) = f(1− x). A short computation
shows that if w is not an integer multiple of 2π, then the vectors
un(x) = exp[i(w + 2πn)(x− 12)], n ∈ Z,
are eigenfunctions of the C-symmetric operator
[Tf ](x) = eiw/2
∫ x
0
f(y) dy + e−iw/2
∫ 1
x
f(y) dy
(i.e., T = eiw/2V + e−iw/2V ∗ where V denotes the Volterra integration operator;
see Example 2.23) and that the system {un} is complete and C-orthonormal. One
the other hand, one might also say that the un are eigenfunctions of the derivative
operator with boundary condition f(1) = eiwf(0).
We also see that the map A0 given by un 7→ Cun extends to a bounded opera-
tor on all of L2[0, 1]. Indeed, this extension is simply the multiplication operator
[Af ](x) = e2β(x−1/2)f(x) whence B =
√
A is given by
[Bf ](x) = eβ(x−1/2)f(x).
The positive operators A and B are both C-orthogonal (i.e., CA∗CA = I and
CB∗CB = I) and the system {un} forms a Riesz basis for L2[0, 1]. In fact, {un}
is the image of the C-real orthonormal basis {sn}, defined by sn = Bun, under
the bounded and invertible operator B−1. The sn are given by
sn(x) = exp[i(α + 2πn)(x− 12 )]
and they are easily seen to be both orthonormal and C-real [49, Lem. 4.3].
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4.5. Local spectral theory. Among all of the various relaxations of the spectral
properties of a normal operator, Foias¸’ notion of decomposability is one of the
most general and versatile. A bounded linear operator T : H → H is called
decomposable if for every finite open cover of its spectrum
σ(T ) ⊆ U1 ∪ U2 ∪ . . . ∪ Un,
there exists closed T -invariant subspaces H1,H2, . . . ,Hn, with the property that
σ(T |Hi) ⊆ Ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and
H1 +H2 + · · ·+Hn = H.
Checking for decomposability based upon the definition is highly nontrivial. In this
respect, the early works of Dunford and Bishop are notable for providing simple
decomposability criteria. We only mention Bishop’s property (β): for every open
set U ⊆ C, the map
zI − T : O(U,H)→ O(U,H),
is injective and has closed range. Here O(U,H) stands for the Fre´chet space of
H-valued analytic functions on U . A bounded linear operator T is decomposable
if and only if both T and T ∗ possess Bishop’s property (β). We refer to [41] for
details.
By combining the results above with the definition of C-symmetry, we obtain
the following observation.
Proposition 4.25. If T is a bounded C-symmetric operator, then T is decompos-
able if and only if T satisfies Bishop’s condition (β).
The articles [87–89] contain a host of related results concerning the local spec-
tral theory of complex symmetric operators and we refer the reader there for further
details and additional results.
5. UNBOUNDED COMPLEX SYMMETRIC OPERATORS
5.1. Basic definitions. When extending Definition 2.15 to encompass unbounded
operators, some care must be taken. This is due to the fact that the term symmet-
ric means one thing when dealing with matrices and another when dealing with
unbounded operators.
Definition 5.1. Let T : D(T ) → H be a closed, densely defined linear operator
acting on H and let C be a conjugation on H. We say that T is C-symmetric if
T ⊆ CT ∗C .
Equivalently, the operator T is C-symmetric if
〈CTf, g〉 = 〈CTg, f〉 (5.2)
for all f, g in D(T ). We say that an operator T is C-selfadjoint if T = CT ∗C
(in particular, a bounded C-symmetric operator is C-selfadjoint). Unbounded C-
selfadjoint operators are sometimes called J-selfadjoint, although this should not
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be confused with the notion of J-selfadjointness in the theory of Kreı˘n spaces (in
which J is a linear involution).
In contrast to the classical extension theory of von Neumann, it turns out that a
C-symmetric operator always has a C-selfadjoint extension [67, 69] (see also [46,
122]). Indeed, the maximal conjugate-linear symmetric operators S (in the sense
that 〈Sf, g〉 = 〈Sg, f〉 for all f, g in D(S)) produce C-selfadjoint operators CS.
Because of this, we use the term complex symmetric operator freely in both the
bounded and unbounded situations when we are not explicit about the conjugation
C . Much of this theory was developed by Glazman [67].
In concrete applications, C is typically derived from complex conjugation on an
appropriate L2 and T is a non-selfadjoint differential operator. For instance, the
articles [93, 122] contain a careful analysis and parametrization of boundary con-
ditions for Sturm-Liouville type operators with complex potentials which define
C-selfadjoint operators. Such operators also arise in studies related to Dirac-type
operators [28]. The complex scaling technique, a standard tool in the theory of
Schro¨dinger operators, also leads to the consideration C-selfadjoint operators [120]
and the related class of C-unitary operators [127].
A useful criterion for C-selfadjointness can be deduced from the equality
D(CT ∗C) = D(T )⊕ {f ∈ D(T ∗CT ∗C) : T ∗CT ∗Cf + f = 0},
which is derived in [122]. A different criterion goes back to ˇZihar′ [157]: if the
C-symmetric operator T satisfies H = (T − zI)D(T ) for some complex number
z, then T is C-selfadjoint. The resolvent set of T consists of exactly the points z
fulfilling the latter condition. We denote the inverse to the right by (T − zI)−1 and
note that it is a bounded linear operator defined on all ofH. We will return to these
criteria in Subsection 5.2 below. We focus now on the following important result.
Theorem 5.3. If T : D(T ) → H is a densely defined C-symmetric operator, then
T admits a C-selfadjoint extension.
The history of this results dates back to von Neumann himself, who proved
that every densely defined, C-symmetric operator T which is also C-real, in the
sense that CT = TC , admits a selfadjoint extension [150]. Shortly thereafter,
Stone demonstrated that an extension can be found that is C-real and hence C-
selfadjoint [145]. Several decades passed before Glazman established that if T is
densely defined and dissipative (meaning that Im〈Ax, x〉 ≤ 0 on D(T )), then a
dissipative C-selfadjoint extension of T exists [67].
Motivated by work on the renormalized field operators for the problem of the in-
teraction of a “meson” field with a nucleon localized at a fixed point [45], Galindo
simultaneously generalized the von Neumann-Stone and Glazman results by elim-
inating both the C-real and the dissipative requirements which had been placed
upon T [46]. Another proof was later discovered by Knowles [93].
Example 5.4. Consider an essentially bounded function q : [−π, π] → C which
satisfies Im q ≥ 0 and Re q ≥ 1 almost everywhere. The operator
[Tf ](x) = −f ′′(x) + q(x)f(x)
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defined on the Sobolev space W 20 [−π, π] is dissipative and C-selfadjoint with re-
spect to the canonical conjugation Cf = f [57]. By a deep Theorem of Keldysh
[71, Theorem V.10.1], the eigenfunctions of T are complete inL2[−π, π] and hence
such operators are a prime candidates for analysis using the methods of Section 4.
Example 5.5. Let q(x) be a real valued, continuous, even function on [−1, 1] and
let α be a nonzero complex number satisfying |α| < 1. For a small parameter
ǫ > 0, we define the operator
[Tαf ](x) = −if ′(x) + ǫq(x)f(x), (5.6)
with domain
D(Tα) = { f ∈ L2[−1, 1] : f ′ ∈ L2[−1, 1], f(1) = αf(−1) }.
Clearly Tα is a closed operator and D(Tα) is dense in L2[−1, 1]. If C denotes the
conjugation [Cu](x) = u(−x) on L2[−1, 1], then the nonselfadjoint operator Tα
satisfies Tα = CT1/αC . A short computation shows that T ∗α = T1/α and hence Tα
is C-selfadjoint.
Example 5.7. Consider a Schro¨dinger operator H : D(∇2) → L2(Rd) defined
by H = −∇2 + v(x) where the potential v(x) is dilation analytic in a finite strip
| Im θ| < I0 and ∇2-relatively compact. The standard dilation
[Uθψ](x) = e
dθ/2ψ(eθx)
allows us to define an analytic (type A) family of operators:
Hθ ≡ UθHU−1θ = −e−2θ∇2 + v(eθx),
where θ runs in the finite strip | Im θ| < I0 (see [123] for definitions). It is readily
verified that the scaled Hamiltonians Hθ are C-selfadjoint with respect to complex
conjugation Cf = f .
5.2. Refined polar decomposition. If an unbounded C-selfadjoint operator has
a compact resolvent, then a canonically associated antilinear eigenvalue problem
always has a complete set of mutually orthogonal eigenfunctions [57, 120]:
Theorem 5.8. If T : D(T ) → H is an unbounded C-selfadjoint operator with
compact resolvent (T − zI)−1 for some complex number z, then there exists an or-
thonormal basis {un}∞n=1 of H consisting of solutions of the antilinear eigenvalue
problem:
(T − zI)un = λnCun
where {λn}∞n=1 is an increasing sequence of positive numbers tending to ∞.
This result is a consequence of the refined polar decomposition for bounded C-
symmetric operators described in Theorem 3.6. The preceding result provides a
useful tool for estimating the norms of resolvents of certain unbounded operators.
Corollary 5.9. If T is a densely-defined C-selfadjoint operator with compact re-
solvent (T − zI)−1 for some complex number z, then∥∥(T − zI)−1∥∥ = 1
infn λn
(5.10)
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where the λn are the positive solutions to the antilinear eigenvalue problem:
(T − zI)un = λnCun. (5.11)
We also remark that the refined polar decomposition T = CJ |T | applies, under
certain circumstances, to unbounded C-selfadjoint operators:
Theorem 5.12. If T : D(T )→H is a densely defined C-selfadjoint operator with
zero in its resolvent, then T = CJ |T | where |T | is a positive selfadjoint operator
(in the von Neumann sense) satisfying D(|T |) = D(T ) and J is a conjugation on
H that commutes with the spectral measure of |T |. Conversely, any operator of the
form described above is C-selfadjoint.
5.3. C-selfadjoint extensions ofC-symmetric operators. The theory ofC-selfadjoint
extensions of C-symmetric operators is parallel to von Neumann’s theory of self-
adjoint extensions of a symmetric operator. It was the Soviet school that developed
the former, in complete analogy, but with some unexpected twists, to the later. Two
early contributions are [149,157] complemented by Glazman’s lucid account [67].
A convenient C-selfadjointness criterion is offered by the following observation
of ˇZihar′ [157].
Theorem 5.13. If T is a C-symmetric operator such that ran(T − λ)D(T ) = H
for some complex number λ, then T is C-selfadjoint.
One step further, to have an effective description of all C-selfadjoint extensions
of an operator T one assumes (after Visˇik [149]) that there exists a point λ0 ∈ C
and a positive constant γ with the property
‖(T − λ0I)x‖ ≥ γ‖x‖, x ∈ D(T ).
Then one knows from ˇZihar′ [157] that there are C-selfadjoint extensions which
are also bounded from below at λ0. Consequently, the familiar von Neumann
parametrization of all such extensions T˜ in terms of a direct sum decomposition is
available:
D(CT ∗C) = D(T ) + (T˜ − λ0I)−1 ker(T ∗ − λ0I) + C ker(T ∗ − λ0I).
Consequently dimker(T ∗−λ0I) is constant among all points λ for which (T−λI)
is bounded from below.
The analysis of C-selfadjoint extensions is pushed along the above lines by
Knowles [93], who provided efficient criteria applicable, for instance, to Sturm-
Liouville operators of any order. We reproduce below an illustrative case.
Example 5.14. Let [a,∞) be a semi-bounded interval of the real line and let p0, p1
denote Lebesgue integrable, complex valued functions on [a,∞) such that p′0 and
1/p0 are also integrable. We define the Sturm-Liouville operator
τ(f) = −(p0f ′)′ + p1f
with maximal domain, in the sense of distributions, D(Tmax) ⊆ L2[a,∞). By
choosing C to be complex conjugation we remark that τ is formally C-symmetric.
One can define the minimal closed operator Tmin having as graph the closure of
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(f, τ(f)) with f ∈ D(Tmax) of compact support in (a, b). Then CT ∗minC = Tmax,
hence Tmin is C-symmetric and there are regularity points in the resolvent of Tmin.
Assume that the deficiency index is equal to one, that is dimKer(Tmax − λ0) = 1
for some point λ0 ∈ C. Any regular C-selfadjoint extension T˜ of Tmin is the
restriction of τ to a domain
D(Tmin) ⊆ D(T˜ ) ⊆ D(Tmax)
specifically described by a pair of complex numbers (α0, α1):
D(T˜ ) = {f ∈ D(Tmax); α0f(a) + α1p0(a)f ′(a) = 0}.
The existence of regular points in the resolvent set of a C-symmetric operator is
not guaranteed. However, there are criteria that guarantee this; see [93, 122]. The
anomaly in the following example is resolved in an ingenious way by Race [122]
by generalizing the notion of resolvent.
Example 5.15. We reproduce from [108] an example of simple Sturm-Liouville
operator without regular points in the resolvent. Consider on [0,∞) the operator
τ(f)(x) = −f ′′(x)− 2ie2(1+i)xf(x).
Then for every λ ∈ C there are no solutions f of τf = λf belonging to L2[0,∞).
Finally, we reproduce a simple but illustrative example considered by Krejcˇirˇı´c,
Bila and Znojil [98].
Example 5.16. Fix a positive real number d. Let Hαf = −f ′′ defined on the
Sobolev space W 2,2([0, d]) with boundary conditions
f ′(0) + iαf(0) = 0, f ′(d) + iαf(d) = 0,
where α is a real parameter. Then the operator Hα is C-symmetric, with respect to
the standard PT -symmetry [Cf ](x) = f(d− x), that is H∗α = H−α.
It turns out by simple computations that the spectrum of Hα is discrete, with
only simple eigenvalues if α is not an integer multiple of π/d:
σ(Hα) =
{
α2,
π2
d2
,
22π2
d2
,
32π2
d2
, . . .
}
.
The eigenfunctions of H∗α are computable in closed form:
h0(x) =
√
1/d+
eiαx − 1√
d
corresponding to the eigenvalue α2, and respectively
hj(x) =
√
2/d
[
cos
(jπx
d
)
+ i
dα
jπ
sin
(jπx
d
)]
corresponding to the eigenvalues j
2π2
d2
, j ≥ 1.
Remarkably, these eigenfunctions form a Riesz basis in L2([0, d]), whence the
operator Hα can be ”symmetrized” and put in diagonal form in a different Hilbert
space metric which turns the functions hk, k ≥ 0, into an orthonormal base. See
also [97, 99]. One should be aware that this is not a general rule, as there are
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known examples, such as the even non-selfadjoint anharmonic oscillators, where
the eigenfunctions form a complete set but they do not form a basis in the Hilbert,
Riesz or Schauder sense [74]. The cubic harmonic oscillator, to be discussed below,
is also an example displaying same phenomenon.
6. PT -SYMMETRIC HAMILTONIANS
The question of what is the correct way to represent an observable in quantum
mechanics has been brought up more often lately. Among its axioms, the tradi-
tional quantum theory says that the classical observables are represented by self-
adjoint operators whose spectrum of eigenvalues represents the set of values one
can observe during a physical measurement of this observable. It has been noted,
however, that the selfadjointness of an operator, which can be seen as a symmetry
property relative to complex conjugation and transposition, can be replaced with
other types of symmetries and the operator will still posses a set of real eigenvalues.
A good introduction to the subject is the paper by Bender [16] where the reader
can also find a valuable list of references. A personal view of the role of non-
hermitian operators in quantum mechanics is contained in Znojil’s article [159].
The aficionados of PT -symmetry in quantum physics maintain an entertaining and
highly informative blog http://ptsymmetry.net/, while a serious criticism
was voiced by Streater http://www.mth.kcl.ac.uk/
˜
streater/lostcauses.html#XIII.
We seek here only to comment on the connection between PT -symmetric and
complex symmetric operators.
6.1. Selected Results. The work by Bender and Mannheim [15] resulted in a set
of necessary and sufficient conditions for the reality of energy eigenvalues of finite
dimensional Hamiltonians. The first interesting conclusion of this work is the fact
that for the secular equation
det(H − λI) = 0
to contain only real coefficients, the Hamiltonian must necessarily obey
(PT )H(PT )−1 = H,
whereP is a unitary matrix withP2 = 1 and T is a conjugation. In many examples
of interest, one can identify P with the parity operator and T with the time-reversal
operator (this excludes fermionic systems for which T 2 = −1). Hence, the reality
of the energy eigenvalues always requires some type of PT symmetry, but this
condition alone is generally not sufficient.
For diagonalizable finite dimensional PT -symmetric Hamiltonians, the follow-
ing criterion gives a sufficient condition. Consider the set C of operators C that
commute with H and satisfy C2 = 1. Note that if P is the spectral projection for
an eigenvalue, then C = P −P⊥ satisfies these conditions. The criterion for the re-
ality of the spectrum says that if every C from C commutes with PT , then all of the
eigenvalues of H are real. If at least one such C does not commute with PT , then
the spectrum of H contains at least one conjugate pair of complex eigenvalues.
For non-diagonalizable Hamiltonians, Bender and Mannheim derived the fol-
lowing criterion: the eigenvalues of any nondiagonalizable Jordan block matrix
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that possesses just one eigenvector will all be real if the block is PT -symmetric,
and will all be complex if the block is not PT -symmetric.
The reality of the energy spectrum of a PT -symmetric Hamiltonian is only part
of the story because to build a quantum theory with a probabilistic interpretation
one needs a unitary dynamics. One useful observation in this direction is that
a non-Hermitian PT -symmetric Hamiltonian becomes Hermitian with respect to
the inner product
(f, g)PT = 〈PT Kf, g〉,
where K denotes ordinary complex conjugation. The shortcoming of the construc-
tion is that ( · , · )PT is indefinite. The hope is then in finding an additional complex
linear symmetry C which commutes with the hamiltonian, so that inner product
(f, g)CPT = 〈PT CKf, g〉
is positive definite. The work [14] highlighted some interesting possibilities in
this respect. Specifically, it was shown that if the symmetry transformation C is
bounded, then indeed the PT -symmetric Hamiltonian can be realized as Hermitian
operator on the same functional-space but endowed with a new scalar product. In
contradistinction, if the symmetry transformation C is unbounded, then the original
PT -symmetric operator has selfadjoint extensions but in general is not essentially
selfadjoint. That means, it accepts more than one selfadjoint extension, and the
possible extensions describe distinct physical realities. The extensions are defined
in a functional-space that is strictly larger than the original Hilbert space.
In the same direction, a cluster of recent discoveries [2–5] provided rigorous
constructions of the symmetries C above from additional hidden symmetries of the
original operator. In particular, motivated by carefully chosen examples, Albeverio
and Kuzhel combine in a novel and ingenious manner von Neumann’s classical
theory of extensions of symmetric operators, spectral analysis in a space with an
indefinite metric, and elements of Clifford algebra. Notable is their adaptation
of scattering theory to the study of PT -selfadjoint extensions of PT -symmetric
operators. We refer to [3] for details, as the rather complex framework necessary
to state the main results contained in that paper cannot be reproduced in our survey.
Example 6.1. The perturbed cubic oscillator operator
Tαy = −y′′ + ix3y + iαxy, α ≥ 0,
defined with maximal domain on L2(R, dx) served as a paradigm during the evo-
lution period of PT quantum mechanics. It is a complex symmetric operator,
T ∗α = CTαC , with respect to the PT -conjugation
Cf(x) = f(−x).
The reality of its spectrum was conjectured in 1992 by Bessis and Zinn-Justin. The
conjecture was numerically supported by the work of Bender and Boettcher [17]
and settled into the affirmative by Shin [139] and Dorey-Dunning-Tateo [36]. The
rigorous analysis of the last two references rely on classical PDE techniques such
as asymptotic analysis in the complex domain, WKB expansions, Stokes lines, etc.
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The survey by Giordanelli and Graf [65] offers a sharp, lucid account of these as-
ymptotic expansions. The next section will be devoted to a totally different method
of proving the reality of the spectrum of the operator Tα, derived this time from
perturbation theory in Krein space.
In a recent preprint Henry [73] concludes that the operator Tα is not similar to
a selfadjoint operator by estimating the norm of the spectral projection on the nth
eigenvalue, and deriving in particular that the eigenfunctions of Tα do not form a
Riesz basis, a result already proved by Krejcˇirˇı´k and Siegl [100].
We select in the subsequent sections a couple of relevant and mathematically
complete results pertaining to the flourishing topics of non-Hermitian quantum
physics.
6.2. Perturbation theory in Kreı˘n space. Among the rigorous explanations of
the reality of the spectrum of a non-selfadjoint operator, perturbation arguments
play a leading role. In particular, perturbation theory in Kreı˘n space was succes-
fully used by Langer and Tretter [102,103]. The thesis of Nesemann [114] contains
A Kreı˘n space is a vector space K endowed with an inner product {·, ·}, such
that there exists a direct sum orthogonal decomposition
K = H+ +H−, {H+,H−} = 0,
in which (H+, {·, ·}), (H− ,−{·, ·}) are Hilbert spaces. Note that such a decompo-
sition is not unique, as a two dimensional indefinite example immediately shows.
The underlying positive definite form
〈·, ·〉 = {·, ·}|H+ − {·, ·}|H−
defines a Hilbert space structure on K. In short, a Kreı˘n space corresponds to
a linear, unitary involution J , acting on a Hilbert space K, with the associated
product
{x,y} = 〈Jx,y〉.
For a closed, densely defined operator T on K, the Kreı˘n space adjoint T [∗]
satisfies
{Tx,y} = {x, T [∗]y}, x ∈ D(T ),y ∈ D(T [∗]).
The operator T is selfadjoint (sometimes called J-selfadjoint) if T = T [∗], that is
T ∗J = JT . A subspace E ⊆ K is called positive if {x,x} ≥ 0 for all x ∈ E and
uniformly positive if there exists a constant γ > 0 such that
{x,x} ≥ γ‖x‖2, x ∈ E .
In the most important examples that arise in practice, a second hidden symmetry
is present in the structure of a J-selfadjoint operator (in the sense of Kreı˘n spaces),
bringing into focus the main theme of our survey. Specifically, assume that there
exists a conjugation C , acting on the same Hilbert space as the linear operators T
and J , satisfying the commutation relations:
CT = TC, CJ = JC.
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Then the J-selfadjoint operator T is also CJ-symmetric:
T ∗CJ = T ∗JC = JTC = JCT = CJT.
Operator theory in Kreı˘n spaces is well-developed, with important applications
to continuum mechanics and function theory; see the monograph [9]. An impor-
tant result of Langer and Tretter states that a continuous family of selfadjoint (un-
bounded) operators in a Kreı˘n space preserves the uniform positivity of spectral
subspaces obtained by Riesz projection along a fixed closed Jordan curve. The de-
tails in the statement and the proof are contained in the two notes [102, 103]. We
confine ourselves to reproduce a relevant example for our survey.
Example 6.2. LetK = L2([−1, 1], dx) be the Kreı˘n space endowed with the inner
product
{f, g} =
∫ 1
−1
f(x)g(−x)dx.
The positive space H+ can be chosen to consist of all even functions in K, while
the negative space to be formed by all odd functions.
Let V ∈ L∞[−1, 1] be a PT -symmetric function, that is
V (−x) = V (x).
Then the Sturm-Liouville operator
Tf(x) = −f ′′(x) + V (x)f(x),
with domain D(T ) = {f ∈ K; f(−1) = f(1) = 0} is symmetric in Kreı˘n space
sense. More precisely, let
(Jf)(x) = f(−x), f ∈ L2[−1, 1]
be the unitary involution (parity) that defines the Kreı˘n space structure and let C
denote complex conjugation: (Cf) = f . Note that CJ = JC . The J-symmetry
of the operator T amounts to the obvious identity (of unbounded operators):
T ∗J = JT.
On the other hand
T ∗C = CT,
and
TCJ = CJT.
Therefore we are dealing with a C-symmetric operator T commuting with the con-
jugation
(CJf)(x) = PT f(x) = f(−x).
By means of the linear deformation Tǫf(x) = −f ′′(x)+ǫV (x)f(x), 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1,
the conclusion of [102] is that, assuming
‖V ‖∞ < 3π
2
8
,
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one finds that the spectrum of T consists of simple eigenvalues λj , all real, alter-
nating between positive and negative type, and satisfying∣∣∣∣λj − j2π24
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖V ‖∞.
In particular one can choose V (x) = ix2n+1 with an integer n ≥ 0.
6.3. Similarity of differential C-symmetric operators. The intriguing question
why certain PT -symmetric hamiltonians with complex potential have real spec-
trum is still open, in spite of an array of partial answers and a rich pool of examples,
see [17, 18, 111–113].
The recent works [24, 25] offer a rigorous mathematical explanation for the re-
ality of the spectrum for a natural class of Hamiltonians. We reproduce below a
few notations from this article and the main result.
The authors are studying an algebraic, very weak form of similarity between
two closed, densely defined linear operators Aj : D(Aj) → H, j = 1, 2. Start
with the assumption that both spectra σ(A1), σ(A2) ⊆ C are discrete and consist
of eigenvalues of finite algebraic multiplicity. That is, for a point λ ∈ σ(Aj) there
exists a finite dimensional space (of generalized eigenvectors) E(j)(λ) ⊆ D(Aj)
satisfying
E(j)(λ) = ker(Aj − λI)N ,
for N large enough. Assume also that there are linear subspaces Vj ⊆ D(Aj), j =
1, 2, such that ⋃
λ∈σ(Aj)
E(j)(λ) ⊆ Vj
and
AjVj ⊆ Vj, j = 1, 2.
The operators Aj are called similar if there exists an invertible linear transfor-
mation X : V1 → V2 with the property XA1 = A2X. Then it is easy to prove
that σ(A1) = σ(A2). If, under the above similarity condition, the operator A1 is
selfadjoint, then the spectrum of A2 is real. This general scheme is applied in [25]
to a class of differential operators as follows.
Let q(x, ξ) be a complex valued quadratic form on Rd × Rd so that Re q is
positive definite. The PT -symmetry of the operator with symbol q is derived from
an abstract R-linear involution κ : Rd → Rd, so that
q(x, ξ) = q(κ(x),−κt(ξ)), (x, ξ) ∈ Rd × Rd.
Let Q denote Weyl’s quantization of the symbol q, that is the differential operator
Q =
∑
|α+β|=2
qα,β
xαDβ + xβDα
2
,
where D stands as usual for the tuple of normalized first order derivatives Dk =
−i ∂∂xk . It is known that the maximal closed realization of Q on the domain
D(Q) = {u ∈ L2(Rd); Qu ∈ L2(Rd)}
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coincides with the graph closure of the restriction of Q to the Schwarz space
S(Rd). The operator Q is elliptic, with discrete spectrum and PT -symmetric, that
is [Q,PT ] = 0, where PT (φ)(x) = φ(κ(x)). Attached to the symbol q there is
the fundamental matrix F : C2d → C2d, defined by
q(X,Y ) = σ(X,FY ), X, Y ∈ C2d,
where q(X,Y ) denotes the polarization of q, viewed as a symmetric bilinear form
on C2d and σ is the canonical complex symplectic form on C2d.
Under the above conditions, a major result of Caliceti, Graffi, Hitrik, Sjo¨strand
[24] is the following.
Theorem 6.3. Assume that σ(Q) ⊆ R. Then the operator Q is similar, in the
above algebraic sense, to a selfadjoint operator if and only if the matrix F has no
Jordan blocks.
The reader can easily construct examples based on the above criterion. The same
article [24] contains an analysis of the following example.
Example 6.4. Let
Q = −∆+ ω1x21 + ω22x22 + 2igx1x2,
where ωj > 0, j = 1, 2, ω1 6= ω2 and g ∈ R. The operator Q is globally elliptic
and PT -symmetric, with respect to the involution κ(x1,x2) = (−x1,x2). This
operator appears also in a physical context [26].
The above theorem shows that the spectrum of Q is real precisely when
−|ω21 − ω22| ≤ 2g ≤ |ω21 − ω22 |
while Q is similar to a selfadjoint operator if and only if
−|ω21 − ω22| < 2g < |ω21 − ω22|.
6.4. Pauli equation with complex boundary conditions. An interesting example
of a PT -symmetric spin-12 system is the Pauli Hamiltonian [94]:
H = −∇2 +B ·L+ (B × x)2 +B · σ
defined on the Hilbert space L2(Ω ∈ R2) ⊗ C2. The domain of H is defined by
boundary condition:
∂ψ
∂n
+Aψ = 0, on ∂Ω,
where n is the outward pointing normal to the boundary and A is a 2× 2 complex-
valued matrix. Above,B represents a magnetic field and all the physical constants
were set to one.
The selfadjoint property of the Hamiltonian can be broken to a PT -symmetry
by such boundary conditions. Interestingly, the same type of boundary condition,
when numerically tuned, can lead to situations where the eigenvalue spectrum is
entirely real or entirely complex. This example is also interesting because the time
reversal transformation is given by:
T
(
ψ+(x)
ψ−(x)
)
= i
(
ψ−(x)
−ψ+(x)
)
, T 2 = −1, (6.5)
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as appropriate for spin-12 systems. The parity operation acts as usual Pψ(x) =
ψ(−x).
Reference [94] analyzed the model in some simplifying circumstances, namely,
for B = (0, 0, B) in which case B · L and (B × x)2 act only on the first two
coordinates and B · σ reduces to Bσ3. The domain was taken to be Ω = R2 ×
(−a, a) and the matrixA entering the boundary condition was taken independent of
the first two space-coordinates. Under these conditions, the model separates into a
direct sum of two terms, out of which the term acting on the third space-coordinate
x is of interest to us
Hb =
[
− d2dx2 + b 0
0 − d2
dx2
− b
]
,
which is defined on the Hilbert space H = L2((−a, a),C2) and subjected to the
boundary conditions:
dψ
dx
(±a) +A±ψ(±a) = 0. (6.6)
The boundary conditions preserving the PT -symmetry of the system are those
with:
A− = T A+T .
The analysis of the spectrum led to the following conclusions.
(1) The residual spectrum is absent.
(2) Hb has only discrete spectrum.
(3) In the particular PT -symmetric case:
A± =
[
iα± β 0
0 iα± β
]
,
with α, β real parameters, and β ≥ 0, the spectrum ofHb is always entirely
real. If β < 0, then complex eigenvalues may show up in the spectrum.
7. MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS
We collect below a series of recent applications of complex symmetric operators
to a variety of mathematical and physical problems.
7.1. Exponential decay of the resolvent for gapped systems. This is an appli-
cation taken from [120]. Let −∇2D denote the Laplace operator with Dirichlet
boundary conditions over a finite domain Ω ⊆ Rd with smooth boundary. Let
v(x) be a scalar potential, which is ∇2D-relatively bounded with relative bound
less than one, and let A(x) be a smooth magnetic vector potential. The following
Hamiltonian:
HA : D(∇2D)→ L2(Ω), HA = −(∇+ iA)2 + v(x),
generates the quantum dynamics of electrons in a material subjected to a magnetic
field B = ∇ × A. We will assume that this material is an insulator and that the
magnetic field is weak. In this regime, even with the boundary, the energy spectrum
of HA will generically display a spectral gap [E−, E+] ⊆ ρ(HA). This will be one
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of our assumptions. There is a great interest in sharp exponential decay estimates
on the resolvent (HA − E)−1 with E in the spectral gap [119].
In the theory of Schro¨dinger operators, non-selfadjoint operators are often gen-
erated by conjugation with non-unitary transformations, such as:
Definition 7.1. Given an arbitrary q ∈ Rd (q ≡ |q|), let Uq denote the following
bounded and invertible map
Uq : L
2(Ω)→ L2(Ω), [Uqf ](x) = eqxf(x),
which leaves the domain of HA unchanged.
The conjugation of HA with the transformation Uq defines a family of (non-
selfadjoint) scaled Hamiltonians:
Hq,A ≡ UqHAU−1q , q ∈ Rd.
The scaled Hamiltonians are explicitly given by
Hq,A : D(∇2D)→ L2(Ω), Hq,A = HA + 2q(∇+ iA)− q2. (7.2)
Note that Hq,A are not C-symmetric operators, with respect to any natural conju-
gation. The following construction fixes this shortcoming.
Lemma 7.3. Consider the following block-matrix operator H and the conjugation
C on L2(Ω)⊕ L2(Ω):
H =
[
Hq,A 0
0 H−q,−A
]
, C =
[
0 C
C 0
]
,
where C is the ordinary complex conjugation. Then H is C-selfadjoint: H∗ =
CHC . Moreover,
‖(H− E)−1‖ = ‖(Hq,A − E)−1‖ = ‖(H−q,−A − E)−1‖. (7.4)
Proof. The statement follows from H∗q,A = H−q,A and CHq,A = Hq,−AC. 
The refined polar decomposition forC-selfadjoint operators and its consequences
permit sharp estimates on the resolvent of the scaled Hamiltonians. Indeed, accord-
ing to Theorem 5.8, the antilinear eigenvalue problem (with λn ≥ 0)
(H− E)φn = λnCφn (7.5)
generates an orthonormal basis φn in L2(Ω)⊕ L2(Ω) and
‖(H− E)−1‖ = 1
minn λn
. (7.6)
The task is then to generate a lower bound on the sequence {λn}. The advantage of
using the antilinear eigenvalue equations is that one can find explicit (but somewhat
formal) expressions for the λ’s. Indeed, if one writes φn = fn ⊕ gn, then:
λn =
|〈fn, |HA − E − q2|fn〉+ 4Re〈fn, P+[q(∇+ iA)]P−fn〉|
|Re〈Sfn, gn〉|
, (7.7)
where S = P+−P− and P± are the spectral projections of HA for the upper/lower
(relative to the gap) part of the spectrum. These formal expressions have already
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separated a large term (the first term in the denominator), which can be controlled
via the spectral theorem for the selfadjoint operator HA, and a small term (the sec-
ond term in the nominator), which can be estimated approximately. The following
lower bound emerges.
Proposition 7.8.
λn ≥ min{ |E± − E − q2| }
(
1− 2q
√
E−
(E+ − E − q2)(E − E− + q2)
)
.
Note that this lower bound is based on information contained entirely in the
eigenspectrum of original Hamiltonian (no information about the eigenvectors is
needed). Let
GE(x1,x2) ≡ 1
ω2ǫ
∫
|x−x1|≤ǫ
dx
∫
|y−x2|≤ǫ
dy gE(x,y),
where ωǫ is the volume of a sphere of radius ǫ in Rd. We can now assemble the
main result.
Theorem 7.9. For q smaller than a critical value qc(E), there exists a constant
Cq,E , independent of Ω, such that:
|GE(x1,x2)| ≤ Cq,Ee−q|x1−x2|. (7.10)
Cq,E is given by:
Cq,E =
ω−1ǫ e2qǫ
min |E± − E − q2| ·
1
1− q/F (q,E) (7.11)
with
F (q,E) =
√
(E+ − E − q2)(E −E− + q2)
4E−
. (7.12)
The critical value qc(E) is the positive solution of the equation q = F (q,E).
Proof. If χx denotes the characteristic function of the ǫ ball centered at x (i.e.,
χx(x
′) = 1 for |x′ − x| ≤ ǫ and 0 otherwise), then one can equivalently write
GE(x1,x2) = ω
−2
ǫ 〈χx1 , (HA − E)−1χx2〉.
If ϕ1(x) ≡ e−q(x−x1)χx1(x) and ϕ2(x) ≡ eq(x−x2)χx2(x), then
|GE(x1,x2)| = ω−2ǫ |〈ϕ1, (Hq,A − E)−1ϕ2〉|e−q(x1−x2),
where we used the identity: Uq(HA − E)−1Uq = (Hq,A − E)−1. Choosing q
parallel to x1 − x2, we see that
|GE(x1,x2)| ≤ ω−1ǫ e2qǫe−q|x1−x2| sup
|q|=q
‖(Hq,A − E)−1‖.
The statement then follows from the estimates of Proposition 7.8. 
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7.2. Conjugate-linear symmetric operators. Let T : H → H be a bounded
C-symmetric operator and let A = CT . Then A is a conjugate-linear operator
satisfying the symmetry condition
〈Ax,y〉 = 〈Ay,x〉, x,y ∈ H. (7.13)
Indeed
〈Ax,y〉 = 〈CTx,y〉 = [Tx,y] = [x, Ty] = 〈Cx, Ty〉 = 〈Ay,x〉.
Conversely, if A is a conjugate-linear bounded operator satisfying
Re〈Ax,y〉 = Re〈x, Ay〉, x,y ∈ H,
then identity (7.13) holds, simply by remarking that
Im〈Ax,y〉 = Re〈A(ix),y〉 = Re〈Ay, ix〉 = Im〈Ay,x〉
also holds true.
Thus, there is a straightforward dictionary between conjugate-linear operators
that are R-selfadjoint and C-symmetric operators. A study of the first class, mo-
tivated by classical examples such as Beltrami or Hankel operators, has been vig-
orously pursued by the Finnish school [39, 80–83, 128]. We confine ourselves to
reproduce below only a small portion of their results. In particular, we discuss the
adapted functional calculus for conjugate-linear operators and the related theory of
complex symmetric Jacobi matrices.
Suppose that A is a bounded conjugate-linear operator and p(z) is a polynomial.
Then p(A) makes sense as a R-linear transformation. Moreover, writing
p(z) = q(z2) + zr(z2)
one immediately finds that
p(A) = q(A2) +Ar(A2),
in which the first term is C-linear and the second is conjugate-linear. Assume that
A is R-selfadjoint in the sense of formula (7.13). Then we know from the refined
polar decomposition (Theorem 3.6) that A = J |T |, in which T is a positive C-
linear operator and J is a conjugation commuting with |T |. Thus A2 = |T |2 is a
positive operator and
p(A) = q(|T |2) + J |T |r(|T |2).
The spectrum σ(A) of a conjugate-linear operator A is circularly symmetric, that
is, it is invariant under rotations centered at the origin. By passing to a uniform limit
in the observation above, one finds the following result of Huhtanen and Pera¨ma¨ki.
Theorem 7.14. LetA be a bounded conjugate-linear operator which is R-selfadjoint
and let A = J |T | be its polar decomposition, in which J is a conjugation com-
muting with |T |. For a continuous function f(z) = q(|z|2) + zr(|z|2) with q, r
continuous on σ(A2) ⊆ [0,∞) the spectral mapping theorem holds
f(σ(A)) = σ(f(A)).
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In particular,
‖f(A)‖ = max
λ∈σ(A)
|f(λ)|.
The selection of examples we present below is related to the classical moment
problem on the line, where Jacobi matrices play a central role.
Example 7.15. Let {αn} be a bounded sequence of complex numbers and let {βn}
be bounded sequences of positive numbers. The associated infinite matrix
Ξ =

α1 β1 0 . . . 0
β1 α2 β2 . . . 0
0 β2 α3 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . .
. . .
...

is complex symmetric. As such, Ξ is C-symmetric, regarded as an operator on
ℓ2(N), with respect to the standard conjugation C(xn) = (xn). Then the operator
A = CΞ is conjugate-linear and R-selfadjoint in the above sense.
In view of the functional calculus carried by the operator Ξ = J |T |, it is natural
to consider the vector space P of polynomials generated by |z|2n and z|z|2n. An
element of P is of the form
f(z) = q(|z|2) + zr(|z|2)
where q and r are polynomials in |z|2. Let E denote the spectral measure of oper-
ator |T |. If dµ = 〈E(dλ)e1, e1〉, in which e1 = (1, 0, 0, . . .), then
〈q(Ξ2)e1, e1〉 =
∫
σ(Ξ)
q(|λ|2)dµ(λ).
Next observe that
Re〈f(Ξ)e1, e1〉 ≥ 0
whenever Re f |σ(Ξ) ≥ 0. Hence the measure µ can be extended to a positive mea-
sure ν supported by σ(Ξ) and satisfying
〈f(Ξ)e1, e1〉 =
∫
σ(Ξ)
f(λ)dν(λ), f ∈ P.
Due to the rotational symmetry of σ(Ξ), the extension ν of µ is far from unique.
As a consequence one obtains a positive definite inner product on P, defined by
(f, g) = 〈f(Ξ)e1, g(Ξ)e1〉 =
∫
σ(Ξ)
fg dν. (7.16)
The reader will now recognize the classical relationship between orthogonal poly-
nomials, Jacobi matrices and positive measures. In our particular case, we obtain
the recurrence relations
λpj(λ) = βj+1pj+1(λ) + αjpj(λ) + βjpj−1(λ), j ≥ 0,
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where p0, p1, . . . represent the orthonormal sequence of polynomials obtained from
1, z, |z|2, z|z|2, |z|4, . . . with respect to the inner product (7.16). We take by con-
vention p−1 = 0 and β0 = 0.
The framework above offers a functional model for all conjugate-linear R-selfadjoint
operators possesing a cyclic vector. Numerous details, including a numerical study
of the relevant inversion formulae is contained in [81, 82].
7.3. The Friedrichs operator. Motivated by boundary value problems in elastic-
ity theory, Friedrichs [44] studied a variational problem for a compact symmetric
form on the Bergman space of a planar domain. The bilinear from introduced by
Friedrichs is represent against the standard L2 inner product by an conjugate-linear
operator now known as the Friedrichs operator of a planar domain. The present
section, adapted from [35], only touches one aspect of this topic, namely its con-
nection to complex symmetric operators and their minimax principles.
Let Ω ⊆ C denote a bounded, connected domain and let L2a(Ω) denote the
Bergman space of Ω, the Hilbert subspace of all analytic functions in the Lebesgue
space L2(Ω) = L2(Ω, dA). The symmetric bilinear form (see Subsection 2.3)
B(f, g) =
∫
Ω
f(z)g(z) dA(z) (7.17)
on L2a(Ω)×L2a(Ω) was studied by Friedrichs and others in the context of classical
potential theory and planar elasticity. This form is clearly bounded, and it turns
out that it is compact whenever the boundary ∂Ω is C1+α for some α > 0. In the
other direction, Friedrichs himself showed that if ∂Ω has an interior angle of α,
then | sinα/α| belongs to the essential spectrum of the form and hence B is not
compact. We assume throughout this section that the domain Ω is chosen so that
the bilinear form B is compact.
We are interested here in finding the best constant c(Ω) < 1 and an optimal
subspace V of L2a(Ω) of codimension one for which the Friedrichs inequality∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
f2 dA
∣∣∣∣ ≤ c(Ω)∫
Ω
|f |2dA (7.18)
holds for all f in V . As we will shortly see, the optimal constant c(Ω) is precisely
σ2, the second singular value of the bilinear form (7.17).
One important aspect of the Friedrichs inequality is that it provides anL2(Ω, dA)
bound on harmonic conjugation. Recall that harmonic conjugation u 7→ u˜ (where
u and u˜ are real-valued harmonic functions on Ω) is well-defined only after in-
sisting upon a certain normalization for the conjugate functions u˜. Typically, one
requires that u˜ vanishes at a certain point z0 in Ω. Such requirements correspond
to restricting the analytic function f = u + iu˜ to lie in a subspace V of L2a(Ω)
of codimension one. The fact that c(Ω) = σ2 in (7.18) yields the best possible
L2(Ω, dA) bound on harmonic conjugation:∫
Ω
u˜2 dA ≤ 1 + σ2
1− σ2
∫
Ω
u2 dA,
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where u˜ is normalized so that u + iu˜ belongs to the optimal subspace V . This
follows immediately upon substituting f = u + iu˜ in (7.18) and simplifying (see
the proof of Lemma 7.19 for a similar computation).
Without any further restrictions on the domain Ω, the bilinear form (7.17) is not
represented by a C-symmetric operator in any obvious way. Indeed, there are few
natural conjugations on the Bergman space L2a(Ω) that are evident. Although one
might attempt to define a conjugation on L2a(Ω) in terms of complex conjugation
with respect to an orthonormal basis of L2a(Ω), such bases are notoriously difficult
to describe explicitly, even for relatively simple Ω.
For any fixed conjugation C on L2a(Ω), Lemma 2.27 guarantees the existence
of a bounded C-symmetric operator T representing B in the sense that B(f, g) =
[Tf, g] = 〈f,CTg〉 for all f, g in L2a(Ω). In the present situation, it turns out
that the conjugate-linear operator CT appearing in the preceding formula is more
natural to work with than any potential linear representing operator T .
Let PΩ : L2(Ω) → L2a(Ω) denote the Bergman projection, the orthogonal pro-
jection from the full Lebesgue space L2(Ω) onto the Bergman space L2a(Ω). The
Friedrichs operator is the conjugate-linear operator FΩ : L2a(Ω)→ L2a(Ω) defined
by the equation
FΩf = PΩf,
which can also be written in terms of the Bergman kernel K(z, w) of Ω:
[FΩf ](z) =
∫
Ω
K(z, w)f(w) dA(w), z ∈ Ω.
The Friedrichs operator represents the bilinear form (7.17) in the sense that
B(f, g) = 〈f, FΩg〉
for all f, g in L2a(Ω). Indeed, this is a straightforward computation:
B(f, g) = 〈PΩf, g〉 = 〈f, PΩg〉 = 〈f, FΩg〉
and hence CT = FΩ for any C-symmetric operator T representing the bilinear
form B. In light of the refined polar decomposition (Theorem 3.6), we see that
there exists a conjugation J that commutes with |T | and satisfies FΩ = J |T |.
Since PΩ is a projection, it follows immediately that 0 ≤ |T | ≤ I . In fact, we
can say a good deal more about |T | (or equivalently, about the symmetric bilinear
form (7.17)). We start by recalling a useful fact, implicit in the article of Friedrichs:
Lemma 7.19. If Ω is connected, then σ1 < σ0 = 1. In particular, the largest sin-
gular value of B(x, y) has multiplicity one and the corresponding eigenfunctions
are the constant functions.
Proof. Since FΩ = J |T | and J commutes with |T |, one can find a basis of each
spectral subspace of |T | (corresponding to a non-zero eigenvalue) which is left
invariant by J . If f is such an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, then
|T |f = f and Jf = f , which implies that FΩf = f . Consequently∫
Ω
f2 dA = B(f, f) = 〈f, FΩf〉 = 〈f, f〉 =
∫
Ω
|f |2 dA.
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Setting f = u+ iv where u and v are real-valued and harmonic, we obtain∫
Ω
(u2 + v2) dA =
∫
Ω
(u2 − v2) dA+ 2i
∫
Ω
uv dA
=
∫
Ω
(u2 − v2) dA
since the left hand side is real. This implies that
∫
Ω v
2 dA = 0 and hence v van-
ishes identically on Ω. Since Ω is connected and f analytic, f must be constant
throughout Ω. Conversely, it is clear that σ0 = 1 since 0 ≤ |T | ≤ I and FΩ fixes
real constants. 
The following result demonstrates the nature of Friedrichs inequality at the ab-
stract level [35].
Theorem 7.20. If B : H ×H → H is a compact, symmetric, bilinear form with
singular values σ0 ≥ σ1 ≥ · · · ≥ 0, repeated according to multiplicity, and corre-
sponding unit eigenfunctions e0, e1, . . ., then
|B(x,x)| ≤ σ2 ‖x‖2 (7.21)
whenever x is orthogonal to the vector √σ1e0 + i√σ0e1. Furthermore, the con-
stant σ2 in (7.21) is the best possible for x restricted to a subspace of H of codi-
mension one.
In essence, (7.21) provides the best possible bound on a symmetric bilinear form
that can be obtained on a hyperplane which passes through the origin. Since the
orthogonal complement of the vector (√σ1e0−i√σ0e1)also has the same property,
we see that the optimal subspace in Theorem 7.20 is not unique.
7.4. Asymptotics of eigenvalues of compact symmetric bilinear forms. The
example of the Friedrichs operator discussed in the previous section is only one
instance of a more general framework. We reproduce below from [121] a few ab-
stract notions and facts, with the direct aim at illuminating some aspects of the
asymptotic analysis of the spectra of compact symmetric bilinear forms.
Let H be a complex separable Hilbert space and let B(x,y) be a compact bilin-
ear symmetric form on H. Following the discussion in Subsection 2.3, the singular
values of B (also called the characteristic values of B) form a decreasing sequence
λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ 0 and we can find a sequence of associated vectors {un} that are
characterized by the double orthogonality conditions:
B(un,um) = λnδmn, 〈un,um〉 = δmn. (7.22)
These vectors are obtained as eigenvectors, fixed by the auxiliary conjugation J
(Theorem 3.6) of the modulus |T | of any C-symmetric representing operator T
satisfying B(x,y) = 〈Tx, Cy〉, as in Lemma 2.27.
The following variant of Weyl-Horn estimate is the root of all asymptotic eval-
uations of the distribution of the characteristic values of B.
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Proposition 7.23. LetB( · , · ) be a compact bilinear symmetric form on a complex
Hilbert space H and let λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ 0 denote its sequence of characteristic
values. Let g0,g1, . . . ,gn be a system of vectors in H. Then for any nonnegative
integer n,
|det(B(gi,gj))| ≤ λ0λ1 · · · λn det(〈gi,gj〉). (7.24)
Proof. Let {uk} denote an orthonormal system satisfying (7.22). Write
gi =
∞∑
k=0
cikuk, 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Then
B(gi,gj) =
∑
k
cikcjkB(uk,uk) =
∑
k
λkcikcjk.
Therefore
|det(B(gi,gj))| = 1
(n+ 1)!
∑
k0,...,kn
λk0 · · · λkn(det(cikj ))2
≤ λ0λ1 · · ·λn 1
(n+ 1)!
∑
k0,...,kn
|det(cikj )|2
= λ0λ1 · · ·λn det
(∑
k
cikcjk
)
= λ0 . . . λn det(〈gi,gj〉). 
A cousin of the preceding result is stated below, as a compact bilinear symmetric
form variant of the Ky Fan inequality.
Proposition 7.25. LetB( · , · ) be a compact bilinear symmetric form on a complex
Hilbert space H and let λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ 0 denote its sequence of characteristic
values. Then for any orthonormal system g0,g1, . . . ,gn of vectors in H∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=0
B(gi,gi)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ λ0 + λ1 + · · · + λn.
Proof. Let {uk} denote an orthonormal system satisfying (7.22). We have
gj =
∞∑
k=0
cikuk, 0 ≤ j ≤ n,
〈gi,gj〉 =
∑
k
cikcjk = δij , (7.26)
and
B(gi,gj) =
∑
k
λkcikcjk.
It is easy to see that∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=0
B(gi,gi)
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=0
∑
k
λkc
2
ik
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
n∑
i=0
∑
k
λk|cik|2.
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Let us consider the following polynomial of degree n+ 1:
P (λ) = det
(∑
k
(λk − λ)cikcjk
)
. (7.27)
As above, one finds
P (λ) =
1
(n+ 1)!
∑
k0,...,kn
(λk0 − λ) . . . (λkn − λ)|det(cikj )|2.
From this, by (7.26) and (7.27), we infer
n∑
i=0
∑
k
λk|cik|2 = 1
(n+ 1)!
∑
k0,...,kn
(λk0 + · · ·+ λkn)|det(cikj )|2
≤ (λ0 + · · ·+ λn) 1
(n + 1)!
∑
k0,...,kn
|det(cikj )|2
= (λ0 + · · ·+ λ) det(〈gi,gj〉)
= λ0 + · · ·+ λn. 
Examples abound. We relate the above to the Friedrichs operator studied in
Subsection 7.3, as follows. Let Ω be a bounded open subset of the complex plane,
with the analytic quadrature identity∫
Ω
f(z)dA(z) =
∫
K
f(z)dµ(z),
where f is an analytic function defined on the closure of Ω and µ is a positive mea-
sure supported by a compact set K ⊆ Ω. We will work with Friedrichs’ bilinear
form defined on Bergman space:
B(f, g) =
∫
Ω
fg dA, f, g ∈ L2a(Ω).
The compactness of the form B follows from Montel’s Theorem. Putting together
the preceding inequalities one obtains the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues
λn of Friedrichs’ form.
Theorem 7.28. Let Ω be a planar domain carrying an analytic quadrature identity
given by a positive measure µ supported by the compact set K ⊆ Ω . Then:
lim sup
n→∞
(λ0λ1 . . . λn)
1/n2 ≤ exp(−1/C(∂Ω,K)),
where C(∂Ω,K) is the capacity of the condenser (∂Ω,K),
lim sup
n→∞
λ1/nn ≤ exp(−1/C(∂Ω,K)),
and
lim inf
n→∞ λ
1/n
n ≤ exp(−2/C(∂Ω,K)).
The proof, and other similar examples of asymptoitics of the eigevalues of com-
pact bilinear symmetric forms are contained in [121].
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7.5. The Neumann-Poincare´ operator in two dimensions. The classical bound-
ary problems for harmonic functions can be reduced to singular integral equations
on the boundary of the respective domain via single and double layer potentials.
The double layer potential, also known as the Neumann-Poincare´ operator, offers
an elegant path for solving such boundary problems and at the same time it is one
of the most important and well studied singular integral operators [1, 118]. The
spectrum of the Neumann-Poincare´ operator coincides, up to normalization, with
the Fredholm eigevalues of the underlying domain, providing important invariants
in quasi-conformal mapping theory. Two real dimensions are special, due to the
existence of complex variables and the harmonic conjugate of a harmonic func-
tions. An intimate relationship between the Neumann-Poincare´ operator and a C-
symmetric operator, acting on the underlying Bergman space, was discovered by
Schiffer [132, 133]. We illustrate, from the restricted point of view of our survey,
this connection. Complete details can be found in [91].
Let Γ be C2-smooth Jordan curve, surrounding the domain Ω ⊆ C, and having
Ωe as exterior domain. We denote by z, w, ζ, . . . the complex coordinate in C and
by ∂z = ∂∂z the Cauchy-Riemann operator. The area measure will be denoted dA.
Following Poincare´, we consider the space H consists of (real-valued) harmonic
functions h on C \ Γ having square summable gradients:
h ∈ H⇔
∫
Ω∪Ωe
| ∂zh(z)|2dA(z) <∞, h(∞) = 0.
Note that the gradients ∂zh are now square summable complex conjugate-analytic
functions. The gradients of elements in Hi form the Hilbert space B(Ω), which is
the complex conjugate of the Bergman space L2a(Ω) of Ω. Boundary values will be
considered in appropriate fractional order Sobolev spaces W s(Γ).
The Hilbert space H possesses two natural direct sum decompositions:
H = S⊕D = Hi ⊕ He.
The first one corresponds to the ranges of the single Sf , respectively double Df ,
layer potentials of charge distributions f on the boundary Γ. The second subspaces
are
Hi = {(hi, 0) ∈ H}, He = {(0, he) ∈ H}.
The single and double layer potentials are in this case strongly related to Cauchy’s
integral. For instance, the singular integral component of the double layer potential
is
(Kf)(z) =
∫
Γ
f(ζ)Re
[ dζ
2πi(ζ − z)
]
=
1
2π
∫
Γ
f(ζ) d arg(ζ − z).
The following complex conjugate-linear singular integral operator plays the role
of the symmetry Pd − Ps in our notation. Let F = ∇Sf , for f ∈ W 1/2(Γ), be
regarded as a single conjugate-analytic function defined on all Ω ∪ Ωe. Define the
Hilbert (sometimes called Beurling) transform
(TF )(z) = p.v.
1
π
∫
Ω∪Ωe
F (ζ)
(ζ − z)2 dA(ζ).
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Lemma 7.29. Let h ∈ H be represented as h = Df + Sg, in which f ∈ W 1/2(Γ)
and g ∈W−1/2(Γ). Then
T∇(Df + Sg) = ∇(Df − Sg).
Corollary 7.30. The conjugate-linear transform T is an isometric isomorphism of
the space B(Ω)⊕B(Ωe) onto itself.
We are ready to define the principal conjugate-linear operator for our study:
TΩ : B(Ω)→ B(Ω), TΩ(F )(z) = T (F, 0)(z), z ∈ Ω,
where (F, 0) means the extension of F ∈ L2a(Ω) by zero on Ωe. Thus the operator
TΩ and the one described above coincide as linear transformations over the real
field.
A key observation, going back to the pioneeering work of Poincare´, is that the
angle operator Ps(Pe −Pi)Ps measuring the balance of energies (inner-outer) of a
harmonic field generated by a single layer potential is unitarily equaivelent to K ,
see for details [91]. But it is a simple matter of the geometry of Hilbert spaces
that the angle operator Pi(Pd − Ps)Pi is unitarily equaivalent to Ps(Pe − Pi)Ps.
We are led to the following nontrivial consequences, originally proved by Schiffer
[132, 133].
Theorem 7.31. Let Ω be a bounded planar domain with C2 smooth boundary and
let TΩ : L2a(Ω)→ L2a(Ω) be the conjugate-linear operator
[TΩf ](z) = p.v.
1
π
∫
Ω
f(ζ)
(ζ − z)2 dA(ζ), f ∈ A
2(Ω), z ∈ Ω.
Then TΩ is compact and the eigenvalues of the conjugate-linear eigenvalue prob-
lem
TΩfk = λkfk
coincide (multiplicities included) with the spectrum of the Neumann-Poincare´ op-
erator K , except the eigenvalue 1. The eigenfunctions {fk} are orthogonal and
complete in L2a(Ω).
In particular one finds that
‖TΩ‖ = λ+1 , (7.32)
where λ+1 is the largest eigenvalue of K less than 1.
Note the ambiguity of phase in the eigenvalue problem TΩf = λf . By multiply-
ing f by a complex number τ of modulus one, the complex conjugate-linearity of
TΩ implies TΩf = τ2λf. On the other hand, we have identified T with an R-linear
operator (Pd−Ps) acting on gradients of real harmonic functions. This simple ob-
servation leads to the following characteristic symmetry of the Neumann-Poincare´
operator specific for two variables.
Proposition 7.33. Let Γ ⊆ R2 be a C2-smooth Jordan curve. Then, except the
point 1, the spectrum of the Neumann-Poincare´ operator acting on L2(Γ) is sym-
metric with respect to the origin, multiplicities included: λ ∈ σ(K), λ < 1 if and
only if −λ ∈ σ(K).
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Proof. Let λ ∈ σ(K) \ {1} and let (u, 0) ∈ H be the associated eigenfunction
of the operator Pi(Pd − Pe)Pi. By the above correspondence there exists an anti-
analytic function F = ∂zu satisfying TΩF = λF . Let G = iF and remark that
the conjugate-linearity of TΩ implies TΩG = −λG. Remark also that G = ∂zu˜,
where u˜ is the harmonic conjugate of u. Thus, the eigenvector in H corresponding
to the eigenvalue −λ is simply (u˜, 0). 
Another symmetry is also available from the above framework.
Proposition 7.34. Let Ω be a bounded planar domain with C2-smooth boundary
and let Ωe be the exterior domain. Then the Bergman space operators TΩ and TΩe
have equal spectra.
Proof. Let (F, 0) be an eigenvector of TΩ, corresponding to the eigenvalue λ. De-
note T (F, 0) = (λF,G). Since T 2 = I we get (F, 0) = λT (F, 0) + T (0, G) =
(λ2F, λG) + T (0, G). Thus T (0, G) = ((1 − λ2)F,−λG). This means −λ ∈
σ(TΩe) and by the preceding symmetry principle λ ∈ σ(TΩe). 
We can assert with confidence that most of Schiffer (and collaborators) works
devoted to the Fredholm spectrum of a planar domain are, although not stated as
such, consequences of the obvious unitary equaivalence between the angle opera-
tors Ps(Pe − Pi)Ps and Ps(Pe − Pi)Ps [132, 133].
7.6. Symmetrizable operators. A great deal of effort was put in the physics com-
munity for deriving from the C-symmetry of an operator T ,
T ∗C = CT
the reality of its spectrum. Almost all studies starting by a rescaling of the Hilbert
space metric with the aid of a positive operator of the form
A = CS > 0,
where S is bounded and commutes with T . Indeed, in this case
T ∗A = T ∗CS = CTS = CST = AT, (7.35)
or in equivalent terms
〈ATf, g〉 = 〈Af, Tg〉.
Non-selfadjoint operators with this property are called symmetrizable. In general,
but not always, the operator A is assumed to be invertible. In case A is only one-
to one, non-negative it has a dense range in the underlying Hilbert space, so that
the sequilinear form 〈Af, g〉 defines a norm which is not equivalent to the original
one. The latter framework is the origin of the concept of generalized function in a
Gelfand triple of Hilbert spaces, with its known impact in diagonalizing concrete
unbounded operators. Far from being exhaustive, we refer to the following list of
works relating PT -symmetric operators to symmetrizable ones [2–5,134,158,160,
161].
Symmetrizable operators appear in many physics contexts. As explained in
the work by Scholtz and collaborators [134], even in the traditional formulation
of Quantum Mechanics, there are important situations when one has to deal with
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non-selfadjoint operators. This is the case, for example, for the effective quantum
models obtained by tracing out a number of degrees of freedom of a large quantum
system, an operation leading to non-selfadjoint physical observables. Such effec-
tive models can be soundly interpreted and analyzed if the physical observables are
symmetrizable. The authors of [134] went on to formulate the following problem:
Given a set of non-selfajdoint observables Ti that are simultaneously symmetriz-
able by the same A, i.e., T ∗i A = ATi for all Ti’s, in which conditions is the “metric
operator” A uniquely defined? The issue is important because the expected values
of the observables are physically measurable and they must be un-ambiguously
defined. The uniqueness of A will ensure that through the rescaled Hilbert space
metric by A. The answer to this question, which is quite satisfactory from a phys-
ical point of view, is as follow: The metric operator A is uniquely defined by the
system of Ti’s if and only if the set of these observables is irreducible, that is, if
the only operator (up to a scaling factor) commuting with all Ti’s is the identity
operator.
The rescaling of norm idea is however much older, with roots in potential theory.
As a continuation of the preceding section we briefly recount here this classical
framework which has inspired several generations of mathematicians but appar-
ently did not reach the PT -community.
Let Ω be a bounded domain in Rd with boundary Γ. We assume that Γ is at
least C2-smooth. The (d − 1)-dimensional surface measure on Γ is denoted by
dσ and the unit outer normal to a point y ∈ Γ will be denoted ny. We denote by
E(x, y) = E(x− y) the normalized Newtonian kernel:
E(x, y) =
{
1
2π log
1
|x−y| , d = 2,
cd|x− y|2−d, d ≥ 3,
where c−1d is the surface area of the unit sphere in Rd. The signs were chosen so
that ∆E = −δ (Dirac’s delta-function).
For a C2-smooth function (density) f(x) on Γ we form the fundamental poten-
tials: the single and double layer potentials in Rd; denoted Sf and Df respectively:
Sf (x) =
∫
Γ
E(x, y)f(y)dσ(y)
Df (x) =
∫
Γ
∂
∂ny
E(x, y)f(y)dσ(y).
The Neumann-Poincare´ kernel, appearing in dimenion two in the preceding sec-
tion,
K(x, y) := − ∂
∂ny
E(x− y); K∗(x, y) = − ∂
∂nx
E(x− y)
satisfies growth conditions which insure the compactness of the associated integral
operator acting on the boundary:
(Kf)(x) = 2
∫
Γ
K(x, y)f(y)dσ(y), f ∈ L2(Γ, dσ).
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Similarly, the linear operator
Sf = Sf |Γ, f ∈ L2(Γ),
turns out to be bounded (from L2(Γ) to the same space). Remark that the repre-
senting kernel E(x, y) of S is pointwise non-negative for d ≥ 3. As a matter of
fact the total energy of the field generated by the pair of harmonic functions Sf (in
Ω and its complement) is 〈Sf, f〉2,Γ.
Returning to the main theme of this section, the following landmark observation,
known as Plemelj’ symmetrization principle unveils the reality of the spectrum of
the Neumann-Poincare´ operator K , see [118]. For a modern proof and details we
refer to [91].
Theorem 7.36. The layer operators S,K : L2(Γ) −→ L2(Γ) satisfy the identity
KS = SK∗. (7.37)
For an early discussion of the importance of the above rescaling identity in
potential theory see [95, 109]. It was however Carleman who put Plemelj’ sym-
metrization principle at work, in his remarkable dissertation focused on domains
with corners [27].
Numerous authors freed the symmetrization principle from its classical field the-
ory roots, to mention only [96, 104, 153]. We reproduce only Kreı˘n’s observation,
which potentially can impact the spectral analysys of unbounded C-symmetric op-
erators via their resolvent.
Let H be an infinite dimensional, separable, complex Hilbert space and let Cp =
Cp(H), p ≥ 1, be the Schatten-von Neumann class of compact operators acting on
H .
Theorem 7.38. Let p ≥ 1 and let M ∈ Cp(H) be a linear bounded operator
with the property that there exists a strictly positive bounded operator A such that
RM = M∗R.
Then the spectrum of M is real and for every non-zero eigenvalue λ, if (M −
λ)mf = 0 for some m > 1, then (M − λ)f = 0.
Moreover, the eigenvectors of M∗, including the null vectors, span H .
The above theorm directly applies to the Neumann-Poincare´ operator K and, in
the case of dimension two, to the Beurling transform TΩ discussed in the preceding
section, cf. [91].
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